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A thickness shear-mode acoustic wave sensor is extended to be operated in viscous 
liquid environment. The interfacial slip is one of the major controversies in this case. 
In this thesis, a mechanical slip interface model between the liquid and the acoustic 
device is proposed. Continuous displacement and stress assumptions on the contact 
interface are replaced by the motion equations of the contact molecular layers. The 
proposed model involved interactive strength of the contact layer, contact molecular 
size and viscosity of the liquid on the formula. From numerical simulation results, it is 
found that the slip modeling proposed can be a mechanism to explain recent reported 
experimental results, which have shown that frequency shift could be increased in 
some conditions. 
Based on the mechanical slip interface model, the displacement slip parameter α  and 
the single friction model value s  proposed by recent analysis can be expressed 
empirically in terms of the complex interactive strength and liquid viscosity. With the 
experimental value of the slip parameter reported in literature, it is shown that the real 
part of the interactive strength contributes significantly to distinguish different 
interface conditions for these two types of sensors reported in literature. Three 
thickness shear mode acoustic wave sensors, which are coated with different bio-
monolayer, are fabricated to evaluate the slip modeling of the interface. Frequency 
shifts of these three QCMs with liquid loading deviate from the theoretical results 
evaluated from continuous interface assumption significantly. The frequency shift 
 viii
Summary 
results are matched when the interfacial slip effect is involved on the analysis by 
using proposed modeling. 
Uniform mass distribution and uniform amplitude of vibration are generally assumed 
in the Sauerbrey equation and its various refinements. However, mass absorption 
never covers the active electrode area uniformly and deviation from the Sauerbrey 
equation will occur. Based on 1-D Mindlin’s equation, numerical analysis of partial 
mass absorption on sensor surface is presented. Thinner and wider electrode layer can 
reduce the effect of the position effect of the partial mass absorption. 
Other than the common single sensor channel QCM, there is now multi-channel 
QCMs. Frequency interference between lateral coupled channels is one of the key 
problems as several QCMs are fabricated on one quartz plate. Mass absorbed on one 
channel will not only induce resonance frequency shift of its own, but also frequency 
shift of other channels. Analytical model of the lateral coupled QCMs pair on one 
quartz plate is constructed by the three-dimensional finite element program. The 
effects of the design parameters, the interval distance and the electrode thickness, are 
analyzed numerically. A batch of lateral coupled QCM pair has also been fabricated 
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Chapter 1 Introduction  





1.1 Background  
Many advanced precision measurement equipments and sensors are being developed 
in modern technology. Acoustic wave sensors are among the most popular and 
attractive devices because of their promised high sensitivity, simple construction and 








outputInput Acoustic Wave 
Resonator 
Figure 1.1 Schematic diagram of the acoustic wave sensor 
principles 
 
An acoustic wave sensor is a device that uses the elastic waves at frequencies well 
above the audible range propagating in specially designed solid sensing structures, 
which is analyzed starting in the 1950s [Brekhovskikh et al. 1982] . The disturbance 
of the environment will be reflected on the characteristics of the acoustic wave. By 
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Chapter 1 Introduction  
detecting changes of those physical quantities, the information of the environment 
around the sensors can be extracted. The information transudation process of acoustic 
wave sensor can be schematically illustrated as in figure 1.1. The objective 
information of the environment is detected by the recognition element, which 
responds to only one particular substance. The sensitivity, selectivity, reversibility and 
durability of the sensor are dependant on the recognition element. The mechanical 
property changes of the recognition element then induce the changes of acoustic wave 
characteristics of resonator and the changes are decoded by the signal processing. To 
achieve precise and quick measurement results, the transfer relations between the 
characteristics of acoustic wave device and environmental substance must be studied 


















Chapter 1 Introduction  
Piezoelectric crystals have been widely used as the substrates to construct the acoustic 
wave resonators because of their extraordinary properties, which allow transudation 
between electrical energy and mechanical energy. By applying the periodical 
electrical fields, elastic waves at ultrasonic frequencies can be generated within the 
piezoelectric substrates [Jaffe et al. 1971]. Distinguished by the type of the elastic 
waves within the piezoelectric substrates, there are four types of acoustic wave 
configuration devices that are commonly utilized for sensing applications as shown in 
figure 1.2, including the Thickness Shear Mode (TSM) Resonator [Sauerbrey,1964; 
Rosebbaum, 1988], the Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) (Martin, 1991a,1991b) device, 
the Acoustic Plate Wave (APM) device [Datta,1986], and the Flexural Plate Wave 
(FPW) device [Wenzel 1992; Grate et al., 1993]; . A unique elastic vibration mode is 
used for each acoustic device. These acoustic wave sensors are functional in a gaseous 
or vacuum environment, but only a subset of them operates effectively when they are 
in liquid environment. For example, a SAW device with substantial surface-normal 
displacement component, which radiates compression waves into liquid, suffers 
excessive damping to the system. The surface wave will be distorted. Those 
resonators with primarily shear motion waves, for example TMSR can operate 
without excessive damping in contact with liquid and more applicable for sensing 
applications in liquid environment. In the last few years, many studies have been 
devoted to using acoustic wave sensors in biochemical [Wegener et al.,1998] and 
biological systems [Kaspar et  al., 2000], which are mostly in liquid conditions. The 
real-time detections in biological liquid environment are also desired to reduce the 
time-consumed. The thickness shear mode resonators are most frequently used for 
bio-analytical purpose [Tessier, et al. 1997]. 
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The research works in this thesis are devoted to the thickness shearing mode devices, 
which are widely referred to as quartz crystal microbalances (QCMs). In this chapter, 
the background information of the acoustic wave sensors is presented, as well as the 
literature reviews about the QCMs and the development of QCMs, Multi-channels 
QCMs.  In the final part of this chapter, the objective and layout of the thesis content 
are summarized along with the main enhancement in each aspect.   
1.2 Developments of the Quartz Crystal Microbalance  
1.2.1 Single Quartz Crystal Microbalance  
Quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) was the first acoustic wave device used in sensor 
applications. After the discovery of the linear relationship between deposited mass 
and the frequency shift demonstrated by Sauerbrey [1959], quartz crystal 
microbalance attained the significant attention as the analytical sensors. Slight 
modification on the quartz crystal surface by the addition of absorbed film causes the 
shift of the thickness shear mode frequencies. By measuring this frequency shift, the 
mass absorbed on the quartz can be detected. Miller and Bolef [1968] extended the 
Sauerbrey relation to elastic layer with arbitrary thickness attached on the quartz 
surface. Lu and Lewis [1972] simplified the expression form, which was applicable in 
deposition monitors. During the period of 1960’s and 1970’s, QCMs were widely 
used as devices for monitoring thickness of layers in vacuum and air. It is still being 
used as the technique to determine the thickness of depositing layer in laboratories 
today. The early research works on QCM were based on the mechanical models, and 
the piezoelectric and dielectric properties of quartz crystal were included as the 
“piezoelectric stiffness” shears modulus to elastic modulus of the quartz.  
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In 1982, Nomura and Okuhara [1982] firstly reported the application of QCM in 
liquid environment. This discovery extended the application of the quartz crystal 
microbalance into electrochemistry [Buttry, 1991; Pater et al., 1998], biological 
industry [Okahata, 1991; Guilbault et al. 1992], chemical detection [Cavic et al., 1997] 
and used as immunosensors [Kurosawa et al., 2003]. Closer looks at the physical 
details of the resonance behaviors related to quartz surface complex overlayer were 
reported, for example, influences of surface stress [Heusler,1988]; effects of dielectric 
[Yao, 1988], viscous energy loss [Yang et al. 1993] and interfacial roughness 
[Schumacher,1985; Daikhin et al. 1997,2002]. There has been increasing interest in 
examining not only the frequency changes caused by overlayer, but also the energy 
loss incurred. Two quantities, e.g. the resonance frequencies shift and the acoustic 
oscillation quality reflecting the acoustic energy storage and the energy dissipation 
respectively, were used simultaneously to decode the surface disturbance.  
Eggers and Funck [1987] demonstrated the relationship between the acoustic 
impedance and the fluid properties. The close relation between the physical properties 
of the loading film and the measured impedance behaviors of the compound resonator 
was recognized. Under the liquid environment, the surface loading of the QCM is 
much more complicated than that of in vacuum condition. The energy loss occurs for 
quartz resonator as well as the frequencies shift [Martin, 1991; Hayward, 1992]. In 
addition, the frequency shift does not only come from the layered mass but also from 
the liquid environment [Beck, 1988; Martin, 1991]. With the single frequency 
modulation system, it cannot be distinguished between these two contributions. Some 
new methods, such as dual modulated QCM [Zhang, 1996; 1997], were proposed to 
distinguish the contribution of mass layer from bulk liquid contribution. However, the 
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behavior of the QCM sensor in the complex loading variation has not been well 
studied.  
Impedance analysis, where the spectrum of the electrical response of the QCM is 
recorded as a function of the exciting frequency, provided an effective method to 
extract the resonance information. This leads the research trend from mechanical 
behavior of resonator to its electrical output [Kanazawa 1997]. In addition to the 
direct mechanical modeling of layered compounded quartz crystal, the electrical 
analogue approaches, e.g. Butterworth-Van Dyke (BVD) circuit and Transmission 
Line Mode (TLM) were employed to analyze the compounded QCM. BVD mode 
consists of series branch of inductance, capacitance and resistance corresponding to 
characteristics of piezoelectric solid. Based on interpreting this equivalent circuit, a 
number of analyses have been done on QCM in different conditions. The resistance of 
the BVD mode can easily interpret the mechanical loss of the overlayer. However, 
BVD and its refined modes are only applicable for QCM operating at its resonance 
frequencies. TLM mode is more complete in modeling the layered compound QCM 
resonator. The physical properties of the loading film/liquid are represented as 
transmission line on the system. Impedance changes induced by surface loading at 
quartz surfaces are transmitted and coupled with resonator impedance. By analyzing 
the impedance spectrum, the mechanical properties of loading can be extracted from 
electrical measurement. Benes [1984] provided the first treatment of TLM mode for 
QCM with viscoelatic surface load. Josse et al. [1990] and Johannsmann et al.[1990] 
took this approach to observe the impedance/admittance spectral of the overlayer and 
interface properties. Cernosek et al. [1999] compared the TLM with equivalents 
circuit mode, in which the TLM mode for QCM with different surface loading was 
summarized. 
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These electrical approaches are yielding valuable methods for the study of films 
loading on surface of the QCM. However, energy storage and surface coupling are 
considerably more complex than these models suggested. The electric analogues can 
mask the physical insight into the detailed nature of the loading mechanisms as 
commented by Hayward and Jackson [1986]. Based on this spirit, studies on 
compounded QCM from mechanical constitution equations were reported. Reed et al 
[1990] studied the effect of viscoelastic properties in the liquid based on the 
constitutive equation of the piezoelectricity, elasticity and fluid motion. Thompson et 
al. [1997] proposed a transverse shear mode in liquid including the electrode, sensing 
film and infinite liquid medium. Kanazawa [1997] gave the review discussion on the 
correlations between the mechanical motion of the quartz and over-layer with the 
observed electrical behaviors. A common feature of these treatments is that 
continuous shear stress and continuous displacement are assumed for the contact 
interface between the attached layer and sensor surface. However, models based on 
these assumptions can not explain the recent experimental shifts of frequency and Q-
factor is the same direction [Tassew et al. 2002] 
QCM is operating on its thickness-shearing vibration mode. With electrode covering 
on the quartz crystal, the thickness shearing vibration is trapped on the electrode 
region because of the energy trapping effect. The vibration amplitude distribution is 
highly non-uniform within the electrode area. The vibration falls off fast at the 
electrode edges. Different position of mass deposited on the electrode does have 
different effect on resonance frequency of the quartz crystal resonator. 
Sauerbery’s equation and its various refinements generally assume that the mass is 
uniform and fully attached to the QCM surfaces. In many, but not all, cases this is a 
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good approximation. However, the mass and vibration amplitude are not perfectly 
uniform [Williamson, 1990] and the mass loading might be attached on only partial 
area of the electrode region. Few theoretical studies have been found in literatures on 
those non-perfect mass attachment problems. In order to be able to make use of the 
high resolution of QCM measurements, the relation between the frequency changes 
and the changes of the surface attachment details must be studied.  
In the last few years, acoustic wave devices have been extended into applications 
including in situ monitoring of film deposition, e.g. in electrochemistry, and chemical 
and biological sensing, e.g. sensing with polymer coated devices [Rösler, 1998; Gizeli, 
1998]. The molecular layer attached on the QCM surface is neither rigidly coupled 
nor simple Newtonian liquid. It has therefore become essential that models of acoustic 
device response to the viscoelastic medium be developed. The possible interfacial slip 
between the QCM surface and liquid contact layer is one of the most critical aspects 
for QCM operating in liquid environmental. Mak and Krim [1997] reported that layer 
absorbed on QCM surface forms a monolayer and slides on the surface in the 
ultrahigh vacuum conditions. However, the problem of whether slip occurs when a 
QCM is operated in a liquid with polymer surface coating is less certain. Ferrante et al. 
[1994] defined the slip parameter as the ratio between the displacement of liquid 
bottom surface and the displacement sensor contact surface and employed it to replace 
the continuous displacement assumption as boundary condition for solving the 
equations. The slip friction force, which is proportional to the relative velocity 
between the contact surfaces, was employed by McHale et al. [2000] to analyze the 
interfacial slip influence for electrical impedance. In those models, one or two extra 
parameters, which reflect the slip effect, are employed. The theoretical correction 
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between these slip parameters and mechanical properties of two surfaces has not well 
studied yet.  
1.2.2 Development of Multi-Channel Quartz Crystal Microbalance  
Multi-channel quartz crystal microbalance (MQCM) is an extended structure of single 
quartz crystal microbalance. It is a sensor array of QCMs fabricated in one-quartz 
chip as shown on figure 1.3. With different coating recognition materials on each 
channel, MQCM can be used to recognize the various sorts of absorptions in 
environment. By using MEMS technology, such as photolithography, it is possible to 
fabricate several QCMs on a monolithic quartz crystal, leading to substantial 
reduction in cost.  
 








The earliest motivation for development of MQCM is to increase the stability and 
sensitivity of measurement by QCM. QCM is operated at ultrasonic frequencies with 
high Q-factor, and its resonance characteristics are very sensitive to disturbance. The 
accuracy of the single quartz crystal microbalance is often limited by environment 
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factors, such as temperature [Lee, 1986], viscosity, conductivity [Josse F. et al. 1990] 
and hydrostatic pressure of ambient medium [Goka 2001]. This disturbance can easily 
be as large as the effect of the frequency shift caused by the interested absorption of 
an analyte. Employing a reference resonator exposed to the same environment can 
minimize the effects of the environment disturbances [Dunham, 1995; Berg et al. 
2001]. By fabricating two QCMs on a single quartz plate, one as the reference without 
recognition element coating on surface, Bruckenstein et al. [1995] studied dual QCM 
in liquid. With different selecting receptor on the surface, MQCMs can be used for 
sensing multiple chemical species simultaneously. Another important application of 
MQCMs is that the array of QCMs can be with different frequencies for channels. A 
QCM with higher resonance frequency has higher sensitivity for a surface load. 
However, as frequency increases, the measuring range of QCM decreases instead. 
Depending on the detecting range, different sensitivity can be achieved by MQCM 
with one quartz chip [Robe et al. 2000; 2002]. In addition, MQCM has potential 
applications in the flow injection analysis, surface mapping detecting and surface 
matrix analysis. 
With several QCMs in one quartz plate, the frequency interference or coupling 
between the adjacent resonators is one of the problems for MQCMs arrays. From the 
elastic wave theory, the oscillation of one QCM should propagate over the whole 
quartz plate. The surface mass absorbed on one channel results in frequency decreases 
of not only its own but also other channels. This coupling interference will disable 
MQCM measuring the surface loading quantitatively. The experimental [Abe, 2000] 
and the theoretical study based on Mindlin’s beam theory [Lee et al. 2002] showed 
that the distance between two QCMs, electrodes thickness and operation frequencies 
were dependant variables for frequency interference. Tatsuma et al. [1999] reported 
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experimental results of MQCM with the etched dents to separate interference of 
channels. 
When a MQCM immersed into liquid environment, the interference between the 
channels would be more complicated. Beside the thickness shear mode, the 
longitudinal wave is also generated by QCM in liquid. The longitudinal wave 
propagates and is reflected by the liquid/air interface back to QCM surface [Schneider, 
1995; Lin, 1995; Lucklum, 1997]. For MQCM, this reflected wave will affect the 
resonance frequency of the channel, and also that of the other channels.  
1.4 Objectives and Organization of the Thesis 
1.4.1 Objectives  
QCM has many potential applications in electrochemistry, chemical and biological 
engineering. The common feature of these applications is that those devices are 
operated in liquid environment. The surface coated layer is neither rigid mass nor 
simple Newtonian liquid. The acoustic device is operated at high frequencies and over 
very small displacements in the liquid phase. The high speed of the relative 
displacement between contact molecules layer induces the high shear regime and it 
may results in strong slip. The role of interfacial slip between the sensor surface and 
the attached medium is one of the many controversies for modeling in QCM liquid 
environment. Furthermore, the Sauerbery’s equation and its various refinements 
generally assume that the mass is uniform and fully attached to the QCM surfaces. 
However, the mass and vibration amplitude are not perfectly uniform and the mass 
loading might be attached on only partial area of the electrode region. Few theoretical 
studies have been found in literatures on those non-perfect mass attachment problems. 
In order to be able to make use of the high resolution of QCM measurements, the 
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relation between the frequency changes and the changes of the surface attachment 
details must be studied.  
Therefore, the first objective of this thesis is to investigate the more detailed 
mechanical modeling of QCM in viscoelastic liquid and its performance deviation 
with the non-perfect surface attachment for sensor applications.  
Recently, multi-channel quartz crystal microbalance has been reported and attracts the 
interest of researcher because of its several potential applications. The frequency 
interference between two adjacent QCMs is one of the key problems for MQCM 
structure. For purposes of the miniaturization and reduction of cost, it is desired to 
fabricate QCMs with narrow interval distance, in which the vibration overlap of the 
thickness shearing mode between two adjacent resonators becomes more severe. Due 
to more complex structure of MQCM, simple one-dimensional modeling is not 
sufficient to analyze the spurious modes besides thickness shearing modes. Therefore, 
the second objective is to investigate the lateral coupled performance of channels 
when several QCMs fabricated on one quartz plate. 
1.4.2 Organization of the Thesis  
Firstly, the literatures reviews on the theory and experiment development of quartz 
crystal microbalance are presented on chapter one, including the origination of the 
thesis. 
Chapter 2 gives the basic information about the AT-cut quartz crystal resonators and 
operational principle of the quartz crystal microbalance as mass sensor. The electrical 
equivalent approaches for QCM is reviewed as well. 
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Chapter 3 proposes a mechanical slip interface model for QCM operating in 
viscoelastic liquid environment. The motion equations of the interfacial particles are 
employed to replace the interfacial continuous displacement and continuous stress 
assumptions. The electrical impedance of QCM under the liquid environment is 
derived based on this proposed modeling. The comparison of the present result with 
that of the continuous stress and displacement model is presented. The interactive 
force strength and liquid viscosity are involved on the numerical studies. The detailed 
model of the interface is useful in interpreting the slip phenomenon between the 
sensor surface and liquid. 
In chapter 4, a new approach by using slip parameter measured with QCM is 
proposed to determine the attraction strength between viscosity liquid particles and 
solid particles with the mechanical slip model of the interface for QCM. The slip 
parameter is expressed explicitly as functions of the interface attraction strength of 
contact layers and viscosity of the liquid. The experimental data in literatures for a 
hydrophilic-coated sensor and a hydrophobic-coated sensor is used for the numerical 
examples. In the final part of this chapter, the experiment for verifying the interface 
slip in viscoelastic with quartz crystal microbalance is presented. 
In chapter 5, an AT-cut quartz crystal microbalance with partial mass absorption on 
its electrode surface is modeled with Mindlin’s beam theory. The non-perfect surface 
mass attachment is analyzed. The effects of position and percentage of covering area 
of the mass absorption are studied. The numerical simulation results show that QCM 
with larger electrode size is less sensitive to the percentage of covering area, and 
QCM with the thinner electrode thickness is less sensitive to the position attachment 
of the mass absorption on its surface. 
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In Chapter 6, the energy trapping effects on conventional resonator, single step mesa 
resonator and stepped bi-mesa structure resonator are analyzed. A finite element 
program based on two-dimensional Mindlin’s AT-quartz plate equations for 
thickness-shearing, thickness twist and flexure vibration is coded using MATLAB 
language. A factor related to the vibrational energy of the thickness-shearing mode is 
defined to evaluate the energy trapping characteristics of different structure design. A 
Bi-mesa design can further improve the decoupling characteristics of the resonator 
beyond that of the single mesa resonator, which is useful for design the MQCM 
structure to reduce the interference between channels. 
In chapter 7, the design concept of the multi-channel quartz crystal array is presented 
and the electrical equivalent circuit model for lateral coupled QCMs is reviewed to do 
the theoretical analysis of the lateral coupling performance of the channels. A model 
of Multi-Channel Quartz Crystal Microbalance (MQCM) is constructed by Finite 
Element Analysis (FEA) code ANSYS. The mass sensitivity of the single resonator 
with different electrode width is examined numerically. The coupling factor is defined 
to investigate the frequency interference between the adjacent QCMs. Based on the 
FEM modeling, the effects of the design parameters of MQCM, i.e. interval spacing 
between channels, thickness of electrode, and the effect of the layout of QCM pair on 
AT-cut quartz plate are investigated. A batch of lateral coupled QCM pairs has been 
fabricated for experimental investigation. The simulation results obtained from finite 
element analysis are verified.  
Chapter 8 summarizes the whole thesis and gives the future direction of the research. 
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2.1 Introduction   
Piezoelectricity was first reported by brothers Pierre and Jacques Curie, that a 
pressure exerted on a small piece of quartz caused an electrical potential between 
deformed surfaces and that application of a voltage effected physical displacement. 
An AT-cut Quartz crystal is extensively used to fabricate the quartz crystal 
microbalance because of its very low temperature coefficient of its resonance 
frequency. 
In this chapter, the fundament properties of the piezoelectric quartz crystal are 
introduced briefly first. The operational principle of quartz crystal microbalance and 
the electrical equivalent circuit models are reviewed sequentially.  
2.2 Piezoelectric Quartz Crystal Resonator 
When the structure of a crystal lacks a center of inversion symmetry, the application 
of the strain induces the distribution of the charge on the atoms and bonds comprising 
the crystal. Consequently, the electric charge or voltage is induced in the crystal 
materials. This is called direct piezoelectric effect. Conversely, the so-called converse 
piezoelectric effect implies that the materials react by generating some mechanical 
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force or deformation when charge or voltage is imposed on a piezoelectric material. 
The crystals exhibiting the direct piezoelectric effect always exhibit the converse 
piezoelectric effect. Figure 2.1 gives the general relationships between mechanical 














Figure 2.1 Relationship between Mechanical and Electrical variables  
(1)—Permittivity      (2)—Converse Piezoelectric Effect 
(3)—Direct Piezoelectric Effect  (4)—Elasticity  
Electrical Variables 
Since the discovery of the piezoelectric effect, its existence has been proved in many 
different materials. However, very few of them were found suitable for practical 
applications because of the requirements of outstanding piezoelectric properties, low 
internal friction loss coefficient and high long-term temperature stability of all 
important parameters. Quartz crystal is used most extensively for piezoelectric 
applications. Most of the applications can be met by high frequency resonators made 
of thin piezoelectric quartz crystal plates with specific crystallographic orientation.  
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2.2.1 Properties of Quartz Crystal 
A piezoelectric quartz crystal resonator is a precisely cut slab from a natural or 
synthetic single crystal of quartz, which is composed o silicon dioxide SiO2. Figure 
2.2 presents the idealized shape of natural quartz crystal with coordinates system. 
Depending on the crystal orientation, it exhibits two types of form, as so called 
−α quartz and −β quartz. Among these forms, −α quartz belongs to trigonal 
trapezoidal and it is used most for piezoelectric applications, such as acoustic wave 
sensors.  
The physical properties of the −α quartz are summarized as: density of quartz is 
2649kg/m3 at 250C, the dimensions of the cell unit is 491267.000 == ba nm and 







Figure 2.2 photograph of −α quartz crystal orientation and its 
coordinates axes 
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Quartz crystal is not an isotropic material, which means the properties of quartz are 
different depending on its crystallographic orientation. To make a quartz crystal plate 
oscillate in a certain vibration modes, the plate must be cut to a specific orientation 
with respect to the crystal axes. Research work in the field work of quartz resonator 
has led to discoveries of cut orientations which are characterized by temperature-
independent resonant frequencies. Thickness-shear vibrating resonators with these cut 
orientations are denoted by AT, BT, RT, and IT cuts and so on. Among these cuts, 
AT-cut and BT-cut belongs to the rotated Y-group, which is typically described by the 
angle to the z-axis as indicated in figure 2.3.  For a standard AT-cut, the plate is 
rotated 35015’ counterclockwise about the x-axis. BT-cut quartz plate is rotated -490 











(a) AT-cut quartz 
x 
 
Figure 2.3 Y-cut group of quart plate from quartz crystal  
                 (a) AT-cut   (b) BT-cut  
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The properties of the quartz cut plate depend on the temperature. It is found that the 
effects of temperature and stress to the resonance frequencies are highly sensitivity to 
the crystallographic orientation. AT-cut quartz crystal exhibits a high frequency 
stability of , which makes them well suited for many electronic devices. 
The temperature coefficient of AT-cut crystals is almost zero between 0-50
810/ −≈∆ ff
0C, which 
makes this particular quartz cut most suitable for the quartz crystal microbalance as 
sensor applications. 
 
2.2.2 Wave Equations for Piezoelectric Quartz Crystal Materials  
The constitutive coupling relation between electric field and strain of a linear 
piezoelectric material can be expressed as 
jj
E EeScT λµλµλ −=                                                                                            (2.1) 
j
S
ijii ESeD ∈+′= µµ                                                                                            (2.2) 
in which 
6....2,1=λµ and         
3,2,1=jandi  
where   are the elastic modulus with unit (force/area),   are the piezoelectric 
stress constants with unit (charge/area),  are the permittivity constants,  are the 
electrical displacement components (charge/area), and  are the electric filed 







E and (  )S on the materials properties typically denote the mechanical or electrical 
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boundary conditions under which  the constants are valid. And the superscript ( )’ 
denotes the conventional matrix transpose. −α quartz belongs to the trigonal group 
crystal. The materials constant matrix of quartz crystal has the form as follows 
















































































































For the Y-cut group quartz crystal plate, for example AT-cut BT-cut quartz, the cut 
plate is rotated about the x-direction, turning an angle θ  in the yz-plane. The material 
constants and their values are usually related to the basic orthogonal coordinate 
system of axes. The explicit expression of transform of the Y-cut group related to 
original quartz crystal is listed in Appendix A. 
Linear wave equation for an arbitrary solid can be derived based Newton’s law, which 













ρ                                                                                                (2.3) 
where  , for convenient derivation, the stress tensor and strain tensor  
on equations (2.1) (2.2) are expressed on academic forms as  and  respectively.  
3,2,1, =ji λT λS
ijT ijS
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Under the linear elastic theory, the strain can be expressed as changing gradient of the 




ijjiij xuxuS ∂∂+∂∂=                                                                              (2.4) 
where  are the strain tensor, which is  ijS
Substituting the strain equations (2.4) into the constitutive equations (2.1), the stress 
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Φ∂−=                                                                                                          (2.6) 
Substituting the stress expression (2.5) into the Newton’s law equation (2.3), the 






















uc ρ                                                        (2.7) 
Presence of electrical potential term on the equation of motion can be regarded as a 
term responsible for the generation of an acoustic wave by applied, time-varying 
electrical potential. Under the free charges conditions, that electrical displacement is 






, another equation which involving the variables 
















ue                                                                   (2.8) 
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Equations (2.7) and (2.8) are three-dimensional electromechanical coupling motion 
equation for piezoelectric materials. For most applications, these equations are too 
complicated for analysis.  
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2.3 Operational Principle of Quart Crystal Microbalance 
A typical thickness shear mode (TSM) resonator consists of a thin disk of AT-cut 
quartz crystal with two metal electrodes deposited on both sides as shown in figure 
2.4(a). Due to the piezoelectric properties and crystalline orientation of the quartz, 
applying voltage on the electrodes induces the thickness shear deformation within the 
crystal. The oscillating voltage applying on the electrodes generates the shear wave 















Figure 2.4 (a) Configuration of quartz crystal microbalance; (b) its
simplified one-dimensional mass-spring-damper system; (c)
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The thickness shear wave is restricted only at the electrode regions since those are 
only regions where the piezoelectric source varies spatially. For the loading free case, 
the quartz crystal is operated in the air or vacuum. Implying the stress free boundary 
condition at the upper and lower surface, shear displacement profile across the crystal 
can be expressed as 
tj
qxq eykuu
ω)cos(0=                                                                                         (2.9) 







n=1 n=2 n=3 n=4 
Figure 2.5 Shear displacement profiles across the resonator thickness for the 
fundamental and the it harmonic resonance  




(λNhq =                                                                                                       (2.10) 
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where λ  is the wavelength and  is integer. In order to make the device sensitive to 
the surface perturbations, it is required that the maximal displacement occurs at the 
crystal surface. This means that not all the thickness shear vibration modes can be 
used for sensor applications. Figure 2.5 gives the first four thickness shear mode 
profiles across the resonator thickness. Within them, only the fundamental and the 
third-harmonic resonance are applicable for sensors. 
N
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v ρ                                                                                                    (2.12) 
qc  and qρ  are shear stiffness and mass density of the crystal, respectively.  
When the quartz crystal resonator is operating on one of its resonances, the 
performance of the system can be simplified as mass-spring-damper system or an 
equivalent circuit system. The resonance characteristics of system can be measured to 
detect the disturbance changes of the system.  
For application of sensors, only odd thickness shearing harmonic modes are 
applicable i.e. , having the maximal displacement at the crystal surface as 
shown in figure 2.5. Based on the acoustic impedance analysis, the resonance 














RQ =∆ −                                                                                          (2.14) 
where  is the resonance frequency shift, Q  is the Q-factor of resonance,  is 
original resonance frequency, 
f∆ f
jXRZ L +=  is the complex surface loading impedance. 






Figure 2.6 Frequency spectrum changes with surface loading for QCM 
 
When the surface mass is rigidly and uniformly bounded and moves synchronously 
with the crystal surface and the thickness of mass is negligible, the mass loading 
impedance mmrL hρfπZ 2= , leading to the Sauerbrey Equation 
A
mff r
∆×−=∆ 26103.2                                                                                   (2.15) 
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where  is the mass accumulated on quartz surface, A  is the area of 
accumulation.  
Ahρm mm=∆
2.4 Electrical Analogue Approaches for QCM   
Another methodology to treat the quartz crystal resonator is using the electrical 
analogue approaches to describe the compounded quartz crystal microbalance. The 
electrical analogy models focus more on the electrical behaviour than the physical 
behaviour of the compounded quartz crystal microbalance. Employing the analogy 
between the electrical variables and mechanical variables, the electrical characteristic 
of the piezoelectric element can be analyzed via Equivalent electric circuit modes. 
The impedances of the mechanical wave and the impedance of the electrical circuit 
are considered by a complex circuit. When the impedances of propagating wave in the 
loading medium and crystal substrate are known, it is easy to analyze the performance 
of the QCM. There are two electrical approaches, named transmission line mode and 
electrical equivalent circuit model.  
2.4.1 Transmission-Line Model for Quartz Crystal Microbalance  
Based on the analogy between electrical variables and mechanical variables the 
corresponding mechanical impedance of the system is expressed as the ratio of force 
 and velocity , similar to that the electric impedance equals to ratio between 





FZ am === &                                                                                        (2.16) 
where ρ  is density,  is the unit force, u  is the velocity,  is the particle velocity, 
 is the elastic modulus, k  is corresponding wave number and 
F & av
c ω  is the frequency. 
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The impedance is a function of the wave velocity. A finite piezoelectric slab with two 
electrodes on both surfaces can be represented by the three-port Mason model 
equivalent circuit as shown in figure 2.7. Boundary conditions of the slab are 
described by the particle velocities  and . Electrical input voltage is applied at 
port A-B, and mechanical ports couples with the electrical port by a transfer ratio 
. Shear acoustic waves propagate between the two electrodes. Mechanical 
impedance is changed by the surface conditions of the QCM, and the system 
impedance is expressed as the ratio between the voltage  and current 
1v 2v
N:1
ABv I . 
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Figure 2.7 The Mason three port model equivalent circuit for a
piezoelectric quartz sensor with one tension-free surface and one
load surface [Rosenbaum,1988] 
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Chapter 2 Overview of the Piezoelectric Quart Crystal Resonator  
Changes of the mechanical impedance on surfaces of the QCM will be transmitted to 
the changes of the complex input impedance for the quartz crystal, which is measured 
by the external circuits. From the mismatch between the mechanical impedance and 
electrical impedance, the surface condition can be detected. In typical sensing 
applications, one of the QCM surface is stress free and, thus the mechanical 
impedance at that port is zero. At the loading surface, the mechanical impedance is 
denoted by , and the input electrical impedance represents the system properties. 
Variations of the mechanical qualities on the quartz crystal surface can be treated by 
Transmission Line Mode (TLM) mode and wave propagating equations can be solved. 
Detailed mathematical derivation of the TLM theory can be found in the reference 
book written by Rosenbaum [1988]. The complex impedance of the QCM sensor can 
be represented as a static capacitance in parallel to the motion impedance , which 
comes from mechanical resonance. The motion impedance is the impedance between 































ZZ ωω            (2.19) 
where  is the shear mode coupling coefficient. meK qqq ck /ρω=  is the wave 




Z=ℜ  is the 
ratio between surface mechanical impedance  and quartz impedance . When 
loss of the quartz is neglected, quartz impedance can be expressed as 
lZ qZ
qqq cZ ρ= .  
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Chapter 2 Overview of the Piezoelectric Quart Crystal Resonator  
The system properties can be described as a function of the frequency as shown in 
expression equation (2.21). The changes of the mechanical impedance on the surface 
will be reflected on the electrical input impedance.  
For an unperturbed quartz resonator, the surface impedance of the QCM on equation 
(2.20) is set to be zeros, i.e.  
0=LZ .                                                                                                            (2.20) 











Z ω                                                                (2.21) 
For the case of an ideal mass layer attached, the mass is treated as infinitesimally thin; 
yet will impose a finite mass per area on the resonator surface. The layer must be 
sufficiently thin and rigid so that a shear acoustic wave traversing the mass layer will 
not has any phase shift. The mass is moving synchronously with the resonator surface. 
Under these assumption, the mechanical impedance of the attached layer is expressed 
as 
lL jZ ωρ=                                                                                                      (2.22) 
where lρ  is the mass per area of the layer. Substituting the expression (2.22) into 
equation (2.20), the input impedance as a function of frequency can be obtained. 
Frequency shift produced by the idea mass layer agrees with the famous Satuerbrey 
equation [1956]. 
2.4.2 Electrical Equivalent Circuit Model  
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Chapter 2 Overview of the Piezoelectric Quart Crystal Resonator  
Applying a full transmission-line mode (TLM) to the resonator sensing system of is 
often cumbersome and time consuming during the data analysis. The electrical 
equivalent circuit model, which is named Butterworth-van Dyke (BVD) mode, is a 
simpler approach to deal with the mechanical interaction by using some lumped 
electrical elements. The equivalent circuit consists of four components, three of which 
are coupled to the physical properties of the quartz and over layer as shown in figure 
2.6  
For a resonator operating at frequencies near mechanical resonance, several 
approximations are made to simplify into a series of electrical elements. The motion 
impedance of the unperturbed quartz crystal resonator can be approximately 




10 ++≅                                                                               (2.23) 
The equivalent electrical circuit is nothing more than a reduced TLM by assuming 
surface load impedance is small compared to the quartz sensor mechanical impedance 
and the operating frequencies are always near the resonance  
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Loading   
Unperturbed 
Resonator  
Figure 2.8 The BVD equivalent circuit for a surface loaded QCM 
Expressions of the electrical circuit elements for BVD mode can be derived from the 
full transmission-line model. For an unperturbed quartz crystal microbalance, the 































ω=                                                                                                      (2.27) 
where  is the effective area of the electrode on quartz plate, A qε  is permittivity of 
quartz crystal, qη  is the viscosity of quartz,  is the complex electromechanical 
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Chapter 3 Quartz Crystal Microbalance Operated in Liquid 





3.1 Introduction  
Quartz Crystal Microbalance (QCM) provides a simple and effective means for 
detecting physical properties changes of thin layers on their surfaces. Sauerbrey [1965] 
first reported that a film attached to the surface of electrodes of a piezoelectric quartz 
crystal resonator caused a decrease in the resonance frequency proportional to the 
mass of the film attached. The Sauerbrey equation is valid under the condition that the 
film is rigid and it is rigidly coupled to the oscillatory motion of the quartz crystal 
surface. One of the advantages of AT-cut QCM is their ability to act as a chemical 
detector in the liquid environment. After the discovery that the QCM resonator could 
also be used as a deposition monitor in liquids by Nomura [1982], many studies were 
devoted to the behaviors of QCM under the complex liquid loading. When a QCM 
operates in the liquid environment, the oscillation of device’s surface is coupled into 
the liquid. The molecular layer attached on QCM surfaces is neither rigidly coupled 
nor simple Newtonian liquid. It has therefore become essential that models of acoustic 
device response to the visocelastic medium be developed.  
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The first acoustic-wave analysis of a loaded resonator with elastic overlayer was 
performed by Miller and Bolef [1968] and then simplified by Lu et al. [1972]. Reed et 
al. [1990] derived the electrical admittance of the QCM with viscoelastic medium 
directly in terms of the physical properties of the compounded resonator. Kanazawa 
[1997] summarized the mechanical properties of QCM and overlayer correlating to 
the observed electrical behaviors. A common feature of these treatments is that 
continuous shear stress and continuous displacement are assumed for the contact 
interface between the attached layer and the sensor surface. 
The role of interfacial slip between the sensor surface and the attached medium is one 
of the major controversies for modeling in QCM liquid environment. Ferrante [1994] 
defined the slip parameter as the ratio between the displacement of liquid bottom 
surface and the displacement sensor contact surface and employed it to replace the 
continuous displacement assumption as boundary condition for solving the equations. 
The slip friction force, which is proportional to the relative velocity between the 
contact surfaces, is employed by McHale [2000] to analyze the interfacial slip 
influence.  
In this chapter, a detailed mechanical slip model of the contact interface for QCM 
operating in liquid is proposed. The continuous displacement and stress assumptions 
on the contact interface are replaced by the equations of motion of contact molecules 
layer. The interface slip model includes the properties of contact interface, such as 
attraction strength, contact molecular size and viscosity of the host liquid. The 
electrical impedance of compounded QCM is derived directly in terms of mechanical 
properties of contact interface.  
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3.2 One-Dimensional Mechanical Model of QCM in Liquid  
3.2.1 Piezoelectric Element Equations  
Coupling between strain and electrical polarization that occurs in many crystals 
provides a means for generating acoustic waves electrically. For a linear, 
homogeneous, stationary, elastic material, the equations of motion can be derived 















,, ijjiij uuS +=                                                                                            (3.2) 
where 3,2,1, =ji , ijT  is the stress tensor, ρ  is the mass density, ijS  is the strain 
tensor and iu  is the displacement variable.  
Electromagnetic constitutive equations of the piezoelectric materials, such as quartz 
crystal, can be expressed as [Zelenka  1986] 
jj
E EeScT λµλµλ −=                                                                                           (3.3) 
j
S
ijii ESeD ∈+= µµ                                                                                           (3.4) 
where Ecλµ   are the elastic modulus, µie  are the piezoelectric stress constants, 
S
ij∈  are 
the permittivity, iD  are the electrical displacement components, and jE  are the 
electric filed components. For convenience, the electric field potential Φ  replaces the 




Φ∂−= .  
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Substituting the coupling constitutive equations (3.3) and (3.4) into the equations of 























uc ρφ                                                      (3.5) 
There are three equations as i changed from 1 to 3. For convenient derivation, the 
subscripts on the expression (3.3) and (3.4) are changed from engineering form to be 
the academic form. Mechanical deformation also generates an accompanying 
electrical potential through which the piezoelectric wave can be electrically detected. 
Based on the assumption that the electrical displacement is solenoid, the converser 
















ue                                                                 (3.6) 
Quartz crystal is one kind of the natural piezoelectric crystalline materials, whose 
chemical composition is silicon dioxide SiOB2B. It exists in several forms, of which 
−α quartz us used most extensively for piezoelectric applications. The −α quartz 
belongs to the trigonal trapezoidal group of the trigonal crystal system. Normally, a 
quartz crystal microbalance is made of AT-cut quartz crystal, which is cut with an 
angle of 35.25Po P to the z-axis. AT-cut quartz crystals exhibit a high frequency stability 
and low temperature coefficient that is almost zero between 0-50 PoPC. These properties 
of AT-cut quartz crystal are suitable for sensor applications.  
3.2.2. One-Dimensional Equations of Quartz Crystal Microbalance  
An AT-cut quartz crystal is quite often used for quartz crystal microbalance purpose, 
which is also named Thickness-Shear-Mode (TSM) resonator. As shown in figure 3.1, 
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the quartz crystal resonator is composed of a quartz crystal plate and two metal 
electrodes on its surfaces. To simplify the problem, the thickness of the electrodes is 
neglected in modeling. Changes in the properties of the liquid or in the surface mass 
density of the coating produce changes in the electrical impedance of the sensor. 
Normally, the quartz crystal is an AT-cut sample, with polarization axis y  normal to 
the interface. When an electrical field is applied across the quartz crystal along y  










The QCM operates with the thickness shear vibration mode or its odd harmonics 
when it is used for sensor applications. Simplifying the equations (3.5) (3.6) into one-
dimensional problem, in which the shear wave propagating in y-direction, the coupled 






















Figure 3.1 Quartz crystal thickness-shearing resonator with 
electrodes on its surfaces











e q φ                                                                                     (3.8) 
Substituting equation (3.8) into equation (3.7), involving the mechanical damping part, 



















∂ ωηρ                                                               (3.9) 
where qu is the displacement in the lateral direction of quartz element, qρ  is the 
density of the quartz, qc66  and 26e  are the relevant elastic shear modulus and 
piezoelectric constant for quartz crystal, 22∈  is the dielectric constant. ω  is the 
frequency, and qη  is the viscosity of the quartz crystal. Comparing the equation of the 
non-piezoelectric materials, the expression of the equivalent stiffness of the quartz 








q ωη                                                                                   (3.10) 
The piezoelectric shear mode stiffness of the quartz qcˆ   is complex when the viscous 
loss is considered. In order to compare the Q factor of the unperturbed quartz and 
perturbed quartz, the small viscous loss of the quartz crystal is considered in this 
section.  
For a finite thickness slab of the resonator, because of wave reflection from boundary, 
there are two waves in the slab. One of them propagates in the y+  direction and the 
other in the y−  direction. The solution of the equation (3.9) can be written as the sum 
of these two waves [Rosenbaum 1988] 





−+=                                                                           (3.11) 
where 1A  and 1B  are constants to be determined from the boundary conditions, qk  is 
the shear wave vector within the quartz. From the constitutive relationship of the 
quartz crystal, the wave vector qk  is a function of the piezoelectric stiffness and its 






ρω=                                                                                                    (3.12) 
When the quartz resonator is working at fundamental shear resonance frequency or its 
odd harmonics, the propagating vector is related to the thickness of the quartz 





nkq π                                                                  (3.13) 
where 1h  is the thickness of the quartz crystal. In order to determine the constants of 
the expression, the boundary conditions are needed, including stress and displacement 
boundary conditions. Similarly, simplifying the constitutive equations (3.1) and (3.2), 
the one-dimensional coupling constitutive relationship between the mechanical 
variables (stress and strain) and electrical variables (electric field and electric 
displacement) for piezoelectric materials for relevant shear mode can be written as  
EecT xyq 2666 += γ                                                                                           (3.14) 
EeD xyy 2226 ∈−= γ                                                                                          (3.15) 






∂=γ , qT  is the shear stress inside of quartz, electrical field E can 
be expressed as the differential form of the electric potential 
y
E ∂
∂= φ , yD  is the 
electrical displacement in the y-direction. Associated with one-dimensional electric 
displacement relation  0=∂
∂
y
Dy  and the relationship between the electrical potential 
and displacement as equation (3.8), The electrical potential φ  is given as follow 






−                                           (3.16) 
where C  and D  are constants to be determined by the boundary conditions. 
Substituting the expressions of strain and electrical field into equation (3.14), the 




2611 )(ˆ +−= −                                                 (3.17) 
The thickness shear deformation within the quartz plate generates an accompanying 
electrical potential through which the piezoelectric wave can be electrically detected. 
The impedance/admittance analysis, in which the spectrum of the 
impedance/admittance of the compound sensor is recorded as a function of the 
excitation frequency, is widely used to detect the perturbation on those Bulk Acoustic 
Wave (BAW) sensors.  
On the resonance condition, the maxima displacement of the odd thickness shear 
vibration mode occurs at the crystal surface. This makes the thickness-shear mode 
very sensitive to the surface changes, such as mass accumulation and energy damping. 
In this section, the resonator contacted by a semi-infinite viscoelastic liquid loading is 
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analyzed as shown in figure 3.2. Because the response of thickness shear mode 
resonator is very sensitive to liquid loading on the surface, the devices is particularly 
sensitive to the details of the solid-liquid interface coupling. 
3.2.3 Shear Wave Equations of Viscoelastic Liquid  
TSM resonator can be operated in liquid to measure the liquid environment or 
properties of the contacting liquid itself. In this section, the performance of TSM 
resonator coated by a semi-infinite viscoelastic liquid is analyzed. The thickness shear 
wave propagates into the liquid environment in the condition. Both the storage energy 
and dissipation energy of the system are changed as TSM resonator with visoelastic 
liquid load on surface. 
The equations of motion for the liquid medium are expressed as combination of the 
continuity equations, Hooke’s Law and Newton’s Second Law [Landau and Lifshitz, 
1987] 
0)( =′+ iivv uρρ                                                                                            (3.20) 
kkijvijjivijvijv uuupT ,,, )67.0()()( ′−+′+′+−= δηξηδ                                     (3.21) 
)()( ,, ijijvjiijv uuuρFT ′′+′′=+                                                                         (3.22) 
where vρ  is density of the liquid, vp  is the pressure in the liquid ijδ  is the Kronecker 
delta, vη is the dynamic viscosity, ξ  is the second coefficient of viscosity which 
accounts for turbulence, and the jF  is the sum of all external forces applied to the 
liquid. The viscous nature of the fluid allows a damped shear wave to be radiated into 
the fluid by the in-plane displacement of the resonator surface. For the moment, the 
in- plane surface displacement will be considered constant along the bottom liquid 
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surface. Under assumption of incompressible flow, no external forces, constant 
viscosity and neglecting the non-linear term of the displacement, the uncoupled shear 














∂ρ                                                                                           (3.23) 
where v
v
v jcc ωη+=ˆ , with vc  and vη is the shear modulus and absolute viscosity of 
the viscoelastic liquid, vu  is the shear displacement of the liquid. The general 
solutions of the equation (3.23) for a damped plane shear wave propagating into the 
liquid environment, including the liquid displacement and shear stress, are similarly 















ρω=  with vρ  is the density of viscoelastic liquid. 2A , 2B  are complex 







Figure 3.2 Schematic diagram of QCM with semi-infinite liquid 

















For the QCM operating with liquid loading on one surface, there are six undetermined 
constants for displacement fields of the quartz plate and liquid as on equations 
(3.11),(3.16) and equation (3.24). These constants are to be derived from the 
boundary conditions, including the mechanical boundaries and electrical boundaries. 
In order to describe the physical behaviors with the quartz and the layer, six 
independent boundary conditions are needed. The problem is focused on solving the 
unknown constants in the above expressions according to the boundary conditions. 
3.2.4 Non-Slip Interfacial Model between Solid and Liquid 
When a TSM sensor operated in liquid environment, non-slip boundary condition is 
assumed in traditional treatment. The displacements of the sensor surface equals to 
that of the liquid layer.  
As indicated in figure 3.2, at contact interface 1hx = , stress continuity between liquid 
layer and solid after some algebra adjustment can be expressed as  





qqvv +−=− −−                        (3.26) 
Similarly, the displacement continuity condition at contact interface  
1111
1122
hjkhjkhjkhjk qqvv eBeAeBeA −− +=+                                                          (3.27) 
Combining equations of the boundary conditions illustrated in figure 3.2,  
0, =+∞= vuy         ⇒      02 =A                                                                  (3.28) 
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011 )(, φhφhy ==     ⇒   0111
22
26 )( 11 φDCheBeA
e hjkhjk qq =+++∈
−                  (3.29) 
0)0(,0 == qTy       ⇒    0)(ˆ 2611 =+− CeBAkcj qq                                     (3.30) 
0)0(,0 φφ −==y     ⇒     011
22
26 )( φDBA
e −=++∈                                        (3.31) 
where 0φ  is the electrical potential applied at the upper electrode. Constants 
DCBABA ,,,,, 2211  can be solved by combining these six equations. With assistance 






































































































  (3.36) 
Where  
































































3.2.5 Interfacial Slip Model on the QCM with Viscoelastic Liquid  
The continuous boundary condition assumptions simplify the interfacial problems. It 
masks the detailed transfer mechanism of the contact interface. Recent experimental 
results have shown that surface treatments could affect the response of the TSM 
sensor in liquid environment [Cavic et al. 1997 and Harward et al. 1998]. For 
example, a hydrophilic surface provides sufficient solid-liquid interaction strength to 
ensure a non-slip boundary, while a hydrophobic surface on quartz crystal presents 
weak interaction strength between solid layer and liquid layer nearby. The transverse 
shear wave is partially transmitted and partially reflected. The amount of transmission 
and reflection depends on the physical and chemical properties of the interface and 
attached viscoelastic layers 
The interfacial slip between the quartz surface and layer is modeled as a local 
molecular mass and interaction element between the masses as shown in figure 3.3. 
The 1m  represents the mass particle on the layer surface, and 2m  represents the mass 
particle on the quartz surface. Both displacements of the mass particles are restricted 
to the x  direction. The interaction between the two particles is presented as spring 
and damper with complex parameters *G , which is the force when unit shear 
displacement occurs between two contact particles. Besides the interaction force from 
the sensor surface particles, there are internal attraction force from the bulk liquid. 
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The interaction is proportional to the gradient of the displacement in the x  direction. 
The interaction force between the two contact surfaces molecules is modeled as the 
spring-dashpot force, which is proportional to the relative displacement/velocity 
between the molecules of the two surfaces. The shear force on the interface is equal to 











In this section, discussions are focused on the AT-cut thickness shear mode resonator. 
Therefore, only the shear deformation and thickness shear stress are considered. To 
extend to the other acoustic sensors, such as SAW, PLE, the corresponding 
deformation and stress are needed to replace the shear components here.  
The lateral displacement of the quartz contact surface molecules is noted as hqu , and 
displacement of the liquid bottom contacted particles is denoted as hvu . The relative 
displacement in the x-direction can be expressed as hv
h













Figure 3.3 Mechanical description of the contact interface between the 
liquid and sensor surface 
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force is proportional to the relative shear displacement. This assumption is valid when 
the relative deformation is small, which is within the linear elastic region. The 





q uuu −=∆=                                                                                          (3.37) 
where δ  is the distance between the molecules on the quartz surface and that on the 
viscoelastic layer contact surface as illustrated in figure 3.3. The force keeping the 
connection between the two contact surfaces is like the shear stress on the continuous 










q −′′+′=′′+′== ∗ &                                              (3.38) 
The single shear vibration mode is considered in the QCM compound resonator, the 
particles on the surface have the same vibration phase. The model is reduced to one-
dimensional problem. Based on the Newton’s Law, the motion equation of the 











GTuρ &&                                                                    (3.39) 
where h)(•  means the corresponding value on the interfacial layer. vρ  is the density 
of the molecular layer, GωjGG ′′+′=∗  is the equivalent shear stiffness of the 
interfacial connection between the quartz surface and viscoelastic layer, with G′  as 
the storage stiffness and G ′′  as the dissipated stiffness, v∆  presents the height of the 
molecular layer attached on the sensor surface, hvu  and 
h
qu  are lateral displacements of 
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attached molecules and quartz surface respectively. hvT  is the shear stress on the 




v eeBeAkcjT vv )(ˆ 11 22
−−=                                                                (3.40) 
Substituting the expression of displacements of quartz crystal and liquid medium 














δωρδωρδδ        (3.41) 
With the same consideration given to quartz crystal particles at the top of quartz 
resonator, another boundary condition, on the interface between quartz crystal surface 























δωρδωρ                (3.42) 
Combining equations (3.41) (3.42), and canceling the interactive force between the 































        (3.43) 
The continuous displacement assumption and continuous stress assumption on the 
interface are replaced by the more detailed description of the contact interfacial 
properties. 
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When the inertia of the contact particles mass is small enough, and the effect of inertia 
is neglected, equation (3.43) is reduced to the equation for continuous stress 
assumption [Kanazawa 1997] 
222611







vvqq −− −=+−              (3.44) 
Furthermore, when the contact interactive force is much larger, that is, the shear 
stiffness between the two contact interfaces is much higher than that of contact 
viscoelastic layer; equation (3.41) can be reduced to continuous displacement 
assumption [Reed 1990] 
02211 1211 =−−+ −
∗∗−∗∗ BeGAeGBeGAeG hjkhjkhjkhjk vvqq δδδδ                                      (3.45) 
Similarly, combining equations (4.41) and (4.43) with the boundary conditions as 
expressed in equations (3.28) to equations (3.31), the solutions for mechanical slip 
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∈−−= −   (3.51) 
where  























3.3 Electrical Impedance of the Compounded QCM   
3.3.1 Impedance of QCM with Mechanical Slip Model  
The wave displacement generates an accompanying electrical potential through which 
the piezoelectric wave can be electrically detected. The impedance/admittance 
analysis is widely used to detect the perturbation on the TSM sensors, in which the 
spectrum is recoded as function of the excitation frequency. In this chapter, we 
employed the impedance spectrum to do the analysis, which is defined as the ratio of 
the input voltage and current.  
The explicit expression of the charge of the piezoelectric materials is that ∫= A dADQ 2  
[Tiersten,1969]. The current across the quartz crystal, which is the time derivative of 
the charge, can be expressed as  
ACjI 22∈−= ω                                                                                             (3.52) 
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where A  is the effective electrode surface area, C  is the constant from equation 
(3.50). The input voltage is the field potential difference between two electrodes 02φ  . 








                                                                                   (3.53) 
To present a neat expression, several temporary variables are defined as  
1
1
hjkqea =         12 hjkvea =       
2
3
hjkvea =            qq kcja ˆ5 =                    
vvkcja ˆ6 =        δ
*
8
Ga =           
      210 ωρ qqa ∆=      211 ωρ vva ∆=  
where 2h  is the thickness of finite liquid thickness on one of the quartz surface.  
Substituting the constants determined from boundary conditions into equation (3.53), 
the corresponding impedance of the compounded QCM with the finite viscoelastic 
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Equation (3.54) is the general expression of the electrical impedance of quartz crystal 
microbalance with viscoelastic overlayer on the surface with consideration of the 
mechanical slip on the solid-liquid interface. With certain assumptions, the expression 
can be simplified and compared with the earlier results.  
3.3.2 Unperturbed Quartz Resonator ----with Zero Attraction 
Strength Assumption  
When the attractive strength between solid-liquid interfaces equals to zero, i.e., there 
is no interactive couple between liquid and solid, the QCM works in the condition 
without any over layer. Substituting zero attraction strength 0* =G  into equation 
(3.54), and neglecting the surface particles mass inertial exposure to the air, i.e. 
08 =a  and 010 =a . Consequently, the electrical impedance of the unperturbed QCM 
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kchhk qqq ∈=                                                                                (3.56) 
which gives the series resonant frequency of AT-cut quartz crystal resonator with first 
shearing mode vibration. The result derived from mechanical model is the same as 
that derived from transmission line model [Cernosek,1998].  
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3.3.3 Continuous Displacement Assumption with Viscoelastic Liquid 
----Infinite Attraction Strength Assumption 
When the interfacial attraction strength is infinitely large, i.e. ∞→*G , there is no 
slip between two contact interfaces. Thus, ∞→8a . Neglecting the mass inertia of the 
contacting particles, the continuous displacement assumption at the solid-liquid 
interface is recalled and the results derived by Reed [1990] and Kanazawa [1997] can 
be reproduced. The shear wave delay length on the liquid is about several 
micrometers. The thickness of liquid normally is much larger than delay length in 
liquid and the liquid layer can be regarded as half infinite in most of cases. The QCM 
with infinite liquid coating can be obtained by set 32 aa << . The electrical impedance 
of QCM can be expressed as a function of the properties of the compounded liquid for 
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== ω              (3.59) 
3.4 Performance of the QCM with Viscoelastic Liquid Loading  
3.4.1 QCM Model for Numerical Analysis 
The same parameters of QCM presented in reference [Ferrante,1994] are used in this 
study. Parameters of the quartz crystal are summarized in table 3.1.  
Table 3.1 parameters for AT-cut quartz crystal microbalance 
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Quartz parameters Value Description 
qρ  2649 kg/mP
3
P Density 
qc  101091.2 × N/mP2 P Shear Modulus 
26e  21098.7 −× C/mP2 P Piezoelectric constant 
22∈  3.982 1110−× C/Vm Permittivity 
qη  8.376 310−× N s/m Effective viscosity of quartz crystal 
A  0.2984 cmP2 P Effective electrode surface area 
 
The impedance spectra of the QCM under the air without external loading evaluated 
from equations are illustrated in figure 3.4 and figure 3.5. The resonance frequency 
and anti-resonance frequency of the first shear mode vibration are 9.0039MHz and 
9.02328MHz respectively. The resonance frequency, also named “series resonance”, 
gives the minimum impedance of the electrode circuit and the current through the 
system would be a maximum. The anti-resonance, also named “parallel resonance”, 
corresponds to the case when the current through the system would be a minimum. 
Because of its lower viscoelastic coefficient, unperturbed QCM under the air 
condition is considerably sharp for impedance phase and magnitude curves. The 
results of the impedance amplitude and phase behavior of the QCM sample in the air 
gives the confidence in the validity of the calculations. With the viscoelastic layer 
attached to the sensor surface, the sharpness of the spectrum is more rounded due to 
the decreasing of the Q factor, besides the frequency shift.   
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Figure 3.4 Amplitude of impedance spectrum of QCM in air
(without loading) 
Figure 3.5 Phase of impedance spectrum of QCM in air (without loading)
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3.4.2 QCM with Elastic Mass Absorption Layer  
With mass absorbed on quartz crystal surface, the resonance frequency characteristics 
will be affected by the surface attachment. In this chapter, the mass attached on the 
sensor surface is assumed to be uniform on the surface. The roughness of the quartz 
surface is neglected as well. The sensitivity of the frequency as the mass changes can 







∆=                                                                                      (3.60) 
where vρ  is the density of the attached mass. Sauerbrey equation presented linear 
relationship between the frequency shift and mass attached [Sauerbrey 1965], i.e. the 
mass sensitivity fS  is constant. The linear relationship of Sauerbrey equation is only 
applicable for thin absorption layer.  
Under the non-slip assumption with elastic mass layer, figure 3.6 gives the frequency 
shift versus the thickness of the attached layer, in which the density of the layer is 
1000=vρ  kg/mP3 P.P PThe x-coordinate is the ratio between the thickness of the attached 
layer and that of quartz resonator. The linear ratio between the frequency shift and 
thickness of the layer attached is valid for the small region. When the thickness of the 
attached layer is beyond 6% of the quartz thickness, the mass sensitivity of the elastic 
layer is obviously different from that derived form Sauerbrey equation. As the elastic 
shear modulus of the attached layer decreases, this nonlinearity is more serious as 
illustrated in figure 3.6. 
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The nonlinear relationship between the thickness layer and the series resonance 
frequency shift is mainly due to the elastic layer affects the resonance characterizes of 
quartz system more than just a mass effect. The TSM resonator operating on its 
resonance frequency can be described as a mass-spring-dashpot equivalent system. 
The elastic mass added on the surface of the quartz surface would be another mass-
spring system, which series connected to the original resonance system of quartz plate 
as shown in figure 3.7.  
The compounded TSM sensor is a coupled oscillator.  Neglecting the viscosity of the 
system, the resonance angular frequency can be expressed based on the Newton’s 
equation [Dybwad 1985] 
Figure 3.6 Resonance frequency of QCM with different thickness 
of elastic mass layer 


































K −++±++=ω                      (3.61) 
When increasing the mass layer volume on the quartz surface, the spring stiffness of 
the elastic binding 2k  is decreased and mass 2m  is increased on the equation (3.61). 
For a two-degree vibration structure, the resonance frequency may be increased when 
mass layer 2m  added on sensor surface. The phenomenon is demonstrated on Dybwad 







M B1 kB2 mB2
Quart Plate Elastic Mass 
Figure 3.7  Mass-Spring-Dashpot Model for Thick Elastic Mass on QCM
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3.4.3 Performance of QCM in the Liquid 
Three kind of are employed for numerical simulations, whose properties are listed in 
table 3.2. The QCM parameter as listed in table 3.1 are used.  The liquid is assumed to 
be semi-infinite and there is no reflecting shear wave from the surface of the top 
surface of the bulk liquid. The amplitude and phase of the impedance and of the QCM 
are computed as plotted in figures 3.8 and 3.9 with dotted lines. It can be seen from 
the figures that the Q-factor of the impedance spectrum is reduced significantly as the 
QCM is immersed into the liquid. Based on the mechanical slip model, the response 
of the QCM in viscoelastic liquid is affected by the contact condition of the interface. 
 
Table 3.2 Results for series resonant frequency shift for immersion one 
face of QCM in liquid 





Non-slip Slip with 
G=3000N/mP2 P 
Water 997 0.089 -25.2 -28.2 
Nitro-benzene 1198.6 0.1811 -43.2 -49.2 
20% Glycerol in water 1025.2 0.7550 -86.2 -103.2 
 
The amplitude and phase angle of the electrical impedance of QCM results evaluated 
from the mechanical slip model, with real attraction strength 3000* =G  N/mP2 P, are 
presented in figures 3.8 and 3.9 with solid lines. For the numerical simulation, the 
interactive distance between atoms is set to be 1010−=δ m. Comparing with the 
results of non-slip model, the series resonance frequency changes and Q-factor of 
QCM changes are larger than that evaluated from the corresponding non-slip mode 
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when setting the attraction strength 3000* =G  N/mP2 P. The difference between these 
two models is that the inertia effect and phase changes between two contact interfaces 
are included in the mechanical slip model.  
The shearing displacement of the sensor top surface and the displacement of the liquid 
bottom surface for the QCM operating with water loading are presented in the figure 
3.10 and figure 3.11. The displacement amplitude of the interface is on the order of 
several
0
A . The bold line is evaluated from the mechanical slip model and the normal 
line for evaluated from the traditional non-slip model. The difference displacement 
amplitudes of the solid surface and liquid bottom surface are identified from the 
figures for mechanical slip interface model.  









Figure 3.8- Amplitude of the impedance of QCM in three kinds of 
liquid (dotted line----non slip model,   solid line—slip model) 
Figure 3.9-Phase angle of the impedance of QCM in three kinds of 
liquid (dotted line----non slip model,   solid line—slip model) 




































































Figure 3.10- Amplitude of displacements of the quartz top surface on the
contact interface layers for proposed model and non-slip
model (bold line----current model   normal line---non-slip
model) 
Figure 3.11- Displacements amplitude of the liquid bottom on the contact
interface layers for proposed model and non-slip model (bold
line----current model   normal line---non-slip model) 
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The sensitivity of the series resonant frequency and its impedance resonance 
amplitude to the viscosity of the liquid vη  with different attraction strength are plotted 
in figures 3.12 and 3.13 respectively. For the numerical simulation, the tiny shear 
storage of the liquid is set to be 10=vc N/mP2 P and density of the liquid is kept to be 
constant 1020=vρ kg/mP3 P. As the liquid viscosity increases, the energy dissipated into 
the liquid increases during each vibration cycle. The attraction strength on solid-liquid 
interface transforms the vibration of the top surface of quartz plate into liquid medium. 
Different values of the attraction strength result in different amount of the energy 
transformation. From the figures, it can be seen that when QCM is subject to lower 
viscosity liquid loading, the frequency shift evaluated from the non-slip model is 
smaller than that evaluated from mechanical slip model. However, with lower 
attraction strength 3000* =G  N/mP2 P, the resonance frequency is increased after the 
viscosity reaches a certain value and even higher than that of the unperturbed QCM. 
This is because the coupling of the viscosity and interactive strength of the interface 
are considered. Response of the compounded QCM depends on the attraction strength 
when it is operating in liquid environment. In the normal condition, when the 
interface attraction strength is higher than a critical value, the results evaluated from 
the mechanical slip model approaches to that evaluated from no-slip model. It is an 
intuitive conclusion that when the attraction strength is infinitely large, there is no-slip 
between the two interfaces, which is same as the continuous displacement assumption. 























































Figure 3.12 Series frequency of compounded QCM  as function of 
the liquid viscosity 
Figure 3.13 Amplitude of impedance at series resonance as function 
of the liquid viscosity 
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 3.5 Summary 
Continuous stress and continuous displacement assumption at the interface mask the 
mechanical properties of the contact conditions. The error due to the non-slip 
assumptions cannot be ignored when the QCM operates under the low viscosity liquid 
environment. In this chapter, a detailed mechanical interfacial slip model of the 
interface layer is proposed, which involves the properties of the contact interface, 
such as the interactive strength, contact molecular size and the viscosity of the liquid. 
The motion equations of contact particles are employed to replace the continuous 
stress and displacement assumptions at the interface. The numerical results are 
compared with the results evaluated from the non-slip model. The amplitude 
evaluated from the model in this chapter is smaller than that evaluated form the non-
slip model. The detailed mechanical description of the solid-liquid interface of QCM 
in liquid provides an approach to understand the performance of the QCM description 
of the interface in liquid and it is useful for exploring fresh ideas for the use of AT-cut 
quartz crystals.  
Chapter 4 Detecting the Contact Interface Properties by Quartz Crystal Microbalance 
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Interfacial slip between the sensor surface and the attached medium is one of the 
major controversies for modeling of the QCM in the liquid environment. Ferrante 
[1994] defined the slip parameter as the ratio between the displacement of liquid 
bottom surface and the displacement sensor contact surface and employed it to replace 
the continuous displacement assumption as a boundary condition for solving the 
equations. Rodahl and Kasemo [1996] argued that the slip at the device interface 
could be related to the shear stress acting on the substrate due to the liquid. Hayward 
[1998] and Janathan et al.[2003a, 2003b] proposed method using contact angle to 
predict the slip parameters at solid-liquid interface. 
In this chapter, the slip parameter is expressed explicitly as a function of the interface 
attraction strength  of the contact layers, viscosity of the liquid based on the 
mechanical interfacial slip model proposed in the previous chapter. A new approach 
by using slip parameter measured with QCM is proposed to determine the attraction 
strength between viscosity liquid particles and solid particles. Experiment data in 
literatures for a hydrophilic-coated sensor and a hydrophobic-coated sensor is used for 
*G
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the numerical examples. In the final part of this chapter, the experiment for verifying 
the interface slip with quartz crystal microbalance is presented. 
4.2 Interfacial Slip Parameter of QCM in Viscoelastic Liquid 
4.2.1 Explicit Expression of the Slip Parameter 
Ferrante et al. [1994] introduced an empirical description of the slip parameter α  as 
ratio between the complex displacement of liquid bottom layer and the displacement 
of sensor surface. The slip parameter was introduced to directly describe the motion 
of each compounded layer on the quartz crystal microbalance through a complex 






u=α                                                                                                             (4.1) 
where  and  are the displacement variable of liquid bottom layer and that of 
sensor top surface respectively. The slip parameter is complex value, which includes 
the amplitude of relative displacement and the phase angel between two contact 
interfaces. Hayward and Thompson [1998] used the slip boundary conditions in four-






α  on each contact interface.  
Slip parameter is an empirical quantity. Both the fluid viscosity and interface 
interaction property are involved in the complex slip parameter boundary conditions. 
Ellis and Hayward [2003] expressed the slip parameter at the solid-liquid interface as 
a function related to the real-valued slip length b  as  
)/2sin()/2cos( χχα bjjbj +=                                                                (4.2) 
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where b  is the positive slip length and χ  is the shear wave decay length in the liquid.  
Based on the mechanical slip model of the interface as described in previous chapter 3, 














+=α                                                                                    (4.3) 
Substituting the expression term of the constants , , ,  on the equations (3.46) 
to (3.49) into the equation (4.3), the slip parameter for QCM under semi-infinite 
liquid can be expressed explicitly as 








δα                                                                           (4.4) 
When with an infinite interface attraction strength, i.e., , there is not slip 
between the contact layers. i.e. 
∞→*G
j01+=α . When the attraction strength is reduced to 
be zero , the slip parameter0* =G j00 +=α , equivalent to the device operating in a 
vacuum condition.  
From equation (4.4), the slip parameter can be calculated from complex attraction 
strength and viscosity property of the liquid environment. Inversely, the attraction 
strength between solid-liquid interfaces can be determined by measuring the slip 
parameter using quartz crystal microbalance, which will be discussed in the last 
section of this paper as an extensional application of the quartz crystal microbalance. 
4.2.2 Study of the Contact Condition for the QCM in Liquid  
The traditional interfacial continuous model for TSM in liquid assumes the 
continuous stress and continuous displacement. It masks the detail mechanical 
properties of the contact interface. The spring-dashpot model derived in previous 
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chapter involves interfacial slip in the analysis. The coupling mechanism is described 
by the transfer function between the displacements of particles of the sensor surface 
and that of the contact molecules layer. By coating the different biological layer on 
the QCM surface, the interfacial interactive force can be changed. This is normally 
used in the biological industry. In addition, the contact condition is also affected by 
the size of the contacted molecules and the properties of the host liquid. 
Corresponding parameters for these contact conditions are included in the mechanical 
interfacial slip model equations (3.41) and (3.43).  
Do the simulation analysis by using the same quartz crystal microbalance, whose 
parameters are illustrated in table 3.1. The interval distance between the contact layers 
is set at m.  1010−
Amplitude of the slip parameter α   and its phase as functions of the interactive force 
strength  are obtained as shown in figures 4.1 and 4.2. When the interactive force 
strength increases, the Amplitude of the slip parameter approaches to one and phase 
angle approaches to zero. It is agree with the intuitive results that there is no slip when 
the interactive strength is infinite large.  
'G
Before the slip parameter approaches to one, there is a peak value for the slip 
parameter amplitude as interactive strength increases. This is due to the fact that 
coupling resonance happens between the contact particles pairs. This resonance of the 
coupling particles induces that the slip parameter beyond one. 
The magnitude of interactive strength, which gives the maximum amplitude of slip 
parameter, depends on viscosity of the bulk liquid. As illustrated in figure 4.1, this 
magnitude of interactive strength is larger when the liquid has higher viscosity.  
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Ferrante [1994] reported his experimental results that slip parameter decreases and 
approaches to unity as the liquid viscosity increases. This is trends is valid when the 
interfacial strength is smaller as illustrated in the figure 4.1.  The reverse trend exists 
for slip parameter as a function of the liquid viscosity when the attraction strength is 
larger than the certain value, in which results in local resonance.  
Keeping the interactive strength constant at PaG 300=′  , which is smaller than the 
value corresponding to the maximum slip parameter, and changing the liquid viscosity, 
the slip parameter as a function of the liquid viscosity is illustrated in figure 4.3. The 
slip parameter decreases as the viscosity of the bulk liquid increases. This is agree 
with the results Ferrante [1994] reported. However, when the interactive strength 
value is set as  , which is larger than the value corresponding to the 
maximum slip parameter, amplitude of the slip parameter increases as viscosity of the 
bulk liquid increases. From the simulation results, it is shown that the slip parameter 
is not linearly proportional to the liquid viscosity. The relationship between the 
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Figure 4.1 Amplitude of slip parameter as function of viscosity of bulk
liquid  (a)- liquid viscosity =0.05 N s/m3  (b)-liquid viscosity =0.5
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Figure 4.2 Phase of slip parameter as function of viscosity of bulk liquid  
(a)- liquid viscosity =0.05 N s/m3  (b)-liquid viscosity =0.5 N
s/m3  (c) liquid viscosity =5 N s/m3 
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Figure 4.3 Amplitude of slip parameter versus viscosity of liquid 



























Figure 4.4 Amplitude of slip parameter versus viscosity of liquid
with attraction strength =5000Pa  
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4.2.3 Discussion on Solid-Liquid Interfacial Slip Parameter 
Interfacial slip phenomenon of the compounded QCM in liquid environment can be 
described by a slip parameter, which was defined as the ratio between the particle 
displacement of top surface of quartz plate and that of the bottom surface of the liquid 
layer. The slip parameter is a function of the attraction strength as well as the 
properties of the bulk liquid as expressed in equation (4.4). The distance between the 
contact atoms particles δ  is of the order of the m. The part of the mass inertia of 
the contact particles  is much smaller comparing with the other two parts, 
 and , with operating frequency at several MHz. Neglecting the mass 


















ρω=  is the thickness shear wave complex wave number in liquid. 
Recalling the definition of slip parameter that ,  the relationship of 











v uuu =ℜ+ &                                                                                                  (4.6) 




cvvρδ=ℜ                                                                                                    (4.7) 
McHale (2000) introduced a single parameter, s , to consider the slip boundary 
condition on his impedance analysis of the acoustic wave sensors in liquid 
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environment. Comparing equation (4.7) and the equation (31) in the reference 
[McHale, 2000], the parameter ℜ  in this chapter is the same as the parameter s  




It is reasonable that the slip parameter has a certain relationship between the bulk 
liquid viscosities besides contact interface itself. With the mechanical slip interface 
model proposed in this report, the slip parameter α  [Ferrante,1994] or  
[McHale,2000] are explored in greater detail for more physical meanings. 
The contact attraction strength between two contact layers is a complex value; the 
physical concept can be illustrated as spring and dashing pot connected between 
contact interfaces  
GjGG ′′+′= ω*                                                                                               (4.8) 
The slip parameter is a function of the attraction strength and the bulk liquid viscosity.  
Figures 4.5 and 4.6 give the amplitude of the slip parameter α  and its phase as real 
part  and imaginary part GG′ ′′  are varied, in which the operating frequency 98.8=f  
MHz, the bulk liquid viscosity is set to be at 29.0=vη  N•s/m2, interfaces distance is 
set as m and the density of the liquid 1010−=δ =vρ  kg/m3. The attraction 
strength can be a complex value. As shown in figures 4.5 and figure 4.6, when the 
attraction strength goes to infinite, the slip parameter approaches 1. This is the 
maximal amplitude of the slip parameter when the imaginary part of the interactive 
strength is zero. As the interactive slip parameter goes to zero, the slip parameter 
approaches to zero as well. When the real part is set to be zero, the model is same as 
the friction model discussed in McHale’s paper that interface force is related to the 
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relative velocity of the contacted layers with a friction coefficient. The slip parameter 
increases with increasing magnitude of the imaginary part of the interactive strength. 
The slip parameter is not linearly proportional to the liquid viscosity. The changing 
trend of the amplitude of the slip parameter as functions of the liquid viscosity varies 
with the different interface attraction strength. With zero imaginary part of the 
attraction strength, i.e. , when the interactive strength is smaller than a value 
corresponding to the maximum amplitude of the slip parameter, the slip parameter 
decreases as the viscosity of the bulk liquid increases. However, for a higher 
interactive strength between solid-liquid interfaces, the amplitude of the slip 
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Figure 4.5 Amplitude of slip parameter as function of the interactive




Figure 4.6 Phase of the slip parameter as function of the interactive 
strength G  and ′ G ′′  
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4.2.4 Relationship between Attraction Strength  and Slip 
Length b   
δ/*G
Interfacial slip is commonly encountered in studies on lubrication and flow dynamics. 
A slip length was used by Brochard [1992] to predict the degree of slippage 
dependant on the shear rate of the flow. Ellis and Hayward [2003a, 2003b] employed 
the slip length to replacing the slip parameter, so as to provide the single parameter 











Figure 4.7 Velocity profile for (a) the non-slip condition  and (b) 0=wv a
slip condition with positive slip length b and wall velocity
slipw vv =   
The slip length b  is defined as the distance from the wall to the non-slip velocity as 
shown in figure 4.7 for fluid flowing at a stationary wall.  
For quartz crystal microbalance with semi-unlimited liquid, the velocity  is the 
relative velocity between the top of the electrode surface and bottom surface of the 
liquid expressed as 
wv
vqw uuv && −=                                                                                                       (4.9) 
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where and  are particle velocities of the contacted solid and liquid layer 
respectively.  
qu& vu&
As expressed in equation (3.11), the thickness shear displacement of electrode solid 




−+=                                                                          (4.10) 




−+=                                                                          (4.11) 




ωω )( 1111 2211 −− −−+=                                     (4.12) 
The slip length is applied to stretch the velocity profile. For an oscillating wall, the 
velocity profile of the wall is moved out to match the surface velocity to be 
continuous velocity profile as shown in figure 4.7 
)()( 11 bhvhv vq −=                                                                                          (4.13) 
such that the velocity boundary condition described by the slip length can be written 
as 
01111 2211 =−−+ −−− bjkhjkbjkhjkhjkhjk vvvvqq eeBeeAeBeA                                     (4.14) 
for quartz crystal microbalance operating with the semi-infinite liquid loading, the 
constant , such that the velocity boundary condition is rewritten as  02 =A
bjkhjkhjkhjk vvqq eeBeBeA −−− =+ 111 211                                                                  (4.15) 
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Based on the mechanical slip interface model in previous chapter, one of the boundary 
conditions of the interface is expressed in equation (3.41). Similarly set , the 










++∆=+ δωρδδ                                                  (4.16) 
Comparing equation (4.15) and equation (4.16), the relationship between slip length 









vv ++∆=+                                           (4.17) 
where  is the wave number of the viscous liquid, which is related to the shear wave 
decay length in the liquid 
vk
χ  by  
χη
ωρ jjkv 222 ==                                                                                   (4.18) 
Neglecting the mass inertia of liquid particles on the contact interface, the interfacial 










−=                                     (4.19) 
Equation (4.19) gives the relationship between the slip length and the attraction 
strength between solid-liquid interfaces.  
4.3 Determine the Solid-Liquid Interface Strength by QCM  
With an insight into the slip parameter of the quartz crystal microbalance operating in 
the liquid environment, it might be used for a fresh application of the quartz crystal 
microbalance, for example, to measure the attraction strength between solid and liquid 
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by measuring the slip parameter. From equation (4.5), the attraction strength can be 











δ −−=−=                                                                (4.20) 
where α  is the slip parameter, which can be measured by experiments. Using the 
experimental results from Ferrante [1994] as listed in table 3, the attraction strength of 
different viscosity liquid to a hydrophilic-coated (using 1-mercapto undecanoic acid) 
sensor and a hydrophobic-coated (using 1-mercapto hexadecane) sensor used in that 
paper can be calculated as listed in table 4.1. The real part of the attraction strength 
δ
G′ and the imaginary part of the attraction strength δ
G ′′  are plotted versus the 
kinematics viscosity of the liquid in figures 10 and 11 respectively.  
When the viscosity of the liquid is lower (mole fraction is lower), both the real part 
and imaginary part of the interface attraction strengths for hydrophilic-coated and 
hydrophobic-coated sensors are quite close. However, as the glycerol fraction 
increases (viscosity is higher), the hydrophilic-coated sensor (dotted line in figure) 
gives higher attraction strength than hydrophobic-coated sensor (solid line in figure). 
It is found that the imaginary parts of the interactive strengths of these two types of 
sensors are almost the same. The real part of the interactive strength of the 
hydrophilic-coated sensor is larger than that of the hydrophilic-coated sensor. It is not 
in conflict with the reality that hydrophilic-coated surface has larger attraction 
strength with the viscosity liquid. In addition, the imaginary part of the attraction 
strength for both types of sensors is reduced with increased fraction of the glycerol. 
From the results, it is shown that, only with real friction coefficient (imaginary part 
interactive strength G ) alone as in McHale’s paper [2000] is not enough to ′′
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distinguish the different interface condition for different types of sensor. The real part 
of the interactive strength contributes significantly to distinguish the different 
interface condition for these two types of sensors. 
Table 4.1 Interactive strength calculated from slip parameters from Ferrante’s paper 























































































*The slip parameters α  are taken from Ferrante’s paper [1994] 
Of course, it is not fair to draw a conclusion that the relationship between viscosity of 
liquid and solid-liquid interface attraction strength follows a simple curve as in this 
paper, because the physical details of the atom attraction is much more complicated. 
The negative value of the interfacial strength may not be interpreted physically. The 
physical mechanism of atoms attraction between glycerol solution and coated 
materials used in Ferrante’s experiment [1994] has not been considered. However, the 
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model presented in this section is an attempt to evaluate the solid-liquid interface 





























Figure 4.8 Real part of the interactive strength of liquid-solid interface 






























Figure 4.9 Imaginary part of the interactive strength of interface
δ/G ′′  as function of bulk liquid viscosity  
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4.4 Experimental Section  
The acoustic devices immersed in the liquid are operated at high frequency (in the 
megahertz range) with very small displacements (3-10 ). As the results of relative 
high speed involved, there are high shear regime and this may results in severe slip at 






Figure 4.10 Photograph of RQCM systems for measurement of series 
resonance and resistance of QCM in liquid  
 
4.4.1 Apparatus and Setup  
To investigate the slip of the interface between liquid and quartz surface, resonance 
characteristics of the quartz crystal microbalance with bulk liquid loading, deionized 
water, ethanol, are analyzed experimentally. Quartz crystal microbalance operating at 
5 MHz purchased from SRS (Stanford Research Systems) is used. The gold electrode 
pattern with what is called a “wrap-around” configuration is used for the proper 
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operation in conductive liquids. The quartz crystal surface is optically clear with 
about 50  average surface roughness. The QCM is clamped into the Liquid Flow 
Cell (LFC). The LFC forms a chamber for liquid with a volume approximately equal 
to 0.1 mL.  
0
A
The S&A 250B Network Analyzer (Saunders & Associates, Inc., USA, with 
Frequency range 1MHz to 100MHz) was used and the quartz crystal was connected 
through a standard 250B network analyzer test head for impedance measurement. The 
impedance spectrum for dry bare QCM in LFC is used for fitting the simulation 
parameters. The Oscillation system used was purchased from MEXTEK, which can 
record down the series resonance frequency and resistance of resonance continuously. 
The photograph of the experimental setup is shown in figure 4.10. 
Before assembled into liquid flow cell, the QCM cell was washed with ethanol and 
deionized water, and dried with nitrogen stream. After the dried bare crystal had been 
mounted in the liquid flow cell, impedance spectrum of the system is measured for 
fitting the theoretical simulation parameters. Connecting the flow cell into the 
MEXTEK Oscillating system, the continuous measurements with deionized water and 
ethanol liquid were taken without removing the crystal from the LFC.  
Two pieces of quartz crystal microbalances from the same batch of samples were 
taken for surface modifications. The surface treatments are using 1) 11-mercapto 
undecanoic acid (MUA) coating and 2) 1,6-hexanedithiol (HAT). The former will be 
under the surface more hydrophilic and the latter more hydrophobic. After the surface 
treatment, a self-assembled monolayer (SAM) was formed on the gold electrode 
surface. After coating, the QCM cell was washed with ethanol to remove loosely 
bound thoils and dried with nitrogen before the measurement with the liquids. Same 
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measuring sequences as for the QCM unmodified with deionized water and ethanol 
liquid were taken for both the hydrophilic coat QCM and the hydrophobic coating 
QCM.  
4.4.2 Parameter Fitting for QCM in the Air 
The impedance spectrums of three QCMs in the air condition unperturbed are 
recorded to fit the parameters of theoretical simulation equation. In figure 4.11 to 
figure 4.13, the circle lines present the measured impedance amplitude and phase 
angel for the bare surface QCM in ambient condition.  















ˆ ∈−∈=                                                         (4.21) 
The effective thickness of the QCM  , effective contact area qh A  and the effective 
quartz viscosity qη  are the parameters to be fitted from the experimental data. Other 
parameters of AT-cut quartz materials, density 2649=qρ kg/m3 , crystal elastic shear 
modulus N/m966 1001.29 ×=qc 2 and the crystal dielectric constant 
C/Vm and the piezoelectric constant 1233 1082.39
−×=∈ 0798.0=e  C/m2 were taken 
from Hayward et al. [1998].  
It should be pointed that the effective thickness of the QCM is not the exact thickness 
of the quartz plate. There are metal layers formed on both surfaces of the quartz plate. 
The series resonance frequency obtained for an uncoated crystal without metal and 
polymer by using exact thickness of the quartz plate is higher than those measured 
with metal layer coating. By adjust the effective thickness of the QCM (similar as 
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adjust the thickness of metal deposition on the quartz surface in the manufacturing 
process), the series resonance of the impedance spectrums measured are matched as 
shown in figures 4.11 with solid line for the bare QCM. The parallel resonances are 
not well modeled since the electric effect of metal layer and connected leads are 
neglected [Hayward, 1998]. The parallel resonant frequency decreased as the 
connected parallel capacity increased [Bottom, 1982]. 
It is obviously that the phase angle of the impedance is independent of effective 
contact area A . The amplitude of the impedance in air is inversely proportional to the 
effective contact area. By varying the value A , the magnitude of impedance can be 
matched. The fitted effective parameters for three QCMs in the air are listed in table 
4.3. The corresponding impedance curves, amplitudes and phase angle spectrum, are 
presented in figure 4.11 to figure 4.13. The solid line is produced by matching the 
series resonant frequency of the simulation results to those of the measurements data 
by varying the effective thickness and effect area. 
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Table 4.2 Measurement and Simulation Fitted Series Resonances and Parallel 
Resonances of Three QCMs 
QCM in air Experiment  (MHz) Numerical  Fitting (MHz) 
 Series  Parallel Series  Parallel  
Bare QCM 4.99289 5.00031 4.99289 5.00402 
HAT 4.99426 5.00179 4.99426 5.00541 
MUA  5.00682 5.01445 5.00682 5.01796 
 
 
Table 4.3 Parameters of the QCMs in Air Fitted for Simulation from Measured Data  
QCM in air Effective thickness
qh  (mm) 
Effective contact area
A  (m2) 
Viscosity 
qη  (N s/m2)
Bare QCM 0. 331572 1.02649  410−× 0.023376 
HAT 0. 33148 1.16376  410−× 0.024376 
MUA  0. 33065 0.95488  410−× 0.02976 
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Figure 4.11. Measured amplitude and phase angle of the impedance response of Bare 
QCM and the simulation results with fitting parameters (solid line- 
simulation results, circular line- experimental data) 
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Figure 4.12. Measured amplitude and phase angle of the impedance response of HAT 
QCM and the simulation results with fitting parameters  (solid line- 
simulation results, circular line- experimental data) 
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Figure 4.13 Measured amplitude and phase angle of the impedance response of MUA 
QCM and the simulation results with fitting parameters (solid line- 
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4.4.3 Results in Liquid and Slip Interface Treatment  
The series resonance frequency and the motional resistance were recorded as a 
continuous time-series dataset. Figure 4.14 gives the frequency and resistance shift of 
the Bare QCM with dieonized water on top. The frequency and resistance changes 
were measured after the values are stabilized. Ambient temperature is kept constant at 
25oC. After removing the water from the chamber, the resistance and the frequency 
did not return back exactly to its original baseline as shown in figure 4.11. 
Compensation was done by measuring the instantaneous values between before and 










































Figure 4.14 Frequency and Resistance shift for Bare QCM in Deionized 
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Frequency shift and the series resistance for both the bare and monolayer coating 
devices are tabulated in table 4.4. Three types of surface combined with two different 
liquids give six pairs of different contact interface. 
 
Table 4.4 Experimental Data for Series Resonance Frequencies for Three Types QCM 
with Semi-infinite Liquids 
QCM In air In water In  ethanol 
 0f (Hz) 1f∆  (Hz) 1R∆  (Ohm) 2f∆ (Hz) 2R∆ (Ohm)
Bare QCM 4992892.7 -669.4 288.7 -646 291.2 
HAT QCM  4994261.23 -579.72 273.5 -729.78 285.7 
MUA QCM 5006819.68 -652.85 292.9 -675.11 279.2 
 
 
When the device in contact with water is operated, bare QCM presents the greatest 
frequency shift. QCM with HAT surface modification gives the smaller frequency 
shift, because hexanedi-thiol SAM for HAT QCM is hydrophobic and the dieonized 
water is hydrophilic. The largest frequency shift of bare QCM with water indicated 
that bare QCM behaves more hydrophilic than the MUA QCM .  
When considering the interfacial slip between solid and liquid, the series resonance 
frequency shift is a function of both liquid viscosity vη  and attraction strength , 
as shown in the theoretical simulation in figure 3.12 in the previous chapter. 
Deviation between the non-slip assumption and slip interface model is more 
significant when devices are operated in more viscous liquid.   
δ/*G
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When viscosity of the bulk liquid is smaller than a certain value, the low attraction 
strength between solid and liquid even induce larger amount frequency shift. This can 
be explained by the fact that the viscosity of the water is quite low, about 0.914cP. 
Thus, although the MUA QCM and water, form strong bonds at the contact interface; 
the series resonance frequency shift can be less.  
When the contact liquid is Ethanol, HAT QCM presents the largest frequency shift, 
this is because the factor that Ethanol composed of hydrophobic trail, which forms the 
higher interactive strength with the HAT monolayer. 
Table 4.5 Bulk liquid property parameters used in experiment for theoretical results  
 Density(kg/m3) Viscosity (cP) Stiffness (kPa) 
Water 997.3 0.914 0.0 
Ethanol 789.3 1.200 0.0 
 
Figure 4.15 illustrates the impedance spectrum of the theoretical modeling of the 
Bare QCM with bulk water loading. The parameters of the QCM are fitted from the 
experimental data as listed in table 4.3. In the figure, the bold line is the impedance of 
QCM in the air fitted from measured results, the dot line is evaluated from continuous 
assumption and the solid line is evaluated from mechanical slip model. Theoretical 
results of the frequency shift evaluated from the continuous interface assumption for 
Bare QCM is 740Hz, while the measured data is only 669.4Hz. There are about 10% 
deviation between theoretical results and measured value.  
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bold line--- QCM in air
dot line-----in water with non-slip assumption
solid line---in water with slip modeling
 































bold line--- QCM in air
dot line-----in water with non-slip assumption
solid line---in water with slip modeling
 
 
Figure 4.15 Theoretical evaluation of the impedance spectrum of the Bare 
QCM with water loading on one surface with non-slip assumption 
and slip model (G ),  m102* 10,N/m 20j+82.4 −== δ 
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Bold Line---MUA QCM in the air
dot Line---with ethanol by non-slip assumption
solid Line--with ethanol by slip modeling 
 
 





























Bold Line---MUA QCM in the air
dot Line---with ethanol by non-slip assumption
solid Line--with ethanol by slip modeling 
 
Figure 4.16 Theoretical evaluation of the impedance spectrum of the HAT 
QCM with Ethanol loading on one surface with non-slip 
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By adjusting the attraction strength of the contact interface between solid and liquid 
N/m14* 10)0020.000824.0(/ ×+= jG δ 3 on the mechanical slip model, the frequency 
shift of 680Hz as shown in figure 4.15 can be obtained, which is more close to the 
measured value. Under continuous interface assumption, shear motion on the sensor 
surface is transformed to liquid bottom layer totally. While with the slip interface 
assumption, the vibration energy is partially transformed into the liquid, and the effect 
on the frequency shift of the QCM by the bulk liquid is less than that of the 
continuous assumption. 
When the devices operate in ethanol, trend of the frequency shifts for the three types 
of QCMs is reverse to the trend when the liquid is water. The Bare QCM presents the 
smallest amount frequency shift (646.0Hz) and HAT QCM gives the largest 
frequency shift of 729.8Hz. Based on the non-slip assumption, the frequency shift of 
the HAT QCM with ethanol on one surface is 752.2Hz, which is larger than the 
measured results. By setting the interfacial attraction strength  to 
, the frequency shift based on mechanical slip model 
is 727.6Hz. Figure 4.16 gives the theoretical evaluated impedance spectrum of the 
HAT QCM with ethanol on one surface.  
δ/*G
314 /100.003)*j+0.0134( mN×
With continuous displacement interface assumption between liquid and solid, the 
frequency shift can be evaluated from the equation (3.54) by setting the contact 
attraction strength  to be infinite. Compare the experimental data and the 
theoretical frequencies for various liquid on the three QCM surfaces, there are large 
deviations between experimental data and the theoretical values for the QCM in 
liquids. Employing the mechanical slip interface model proposed as in previous 
chapter, the frequency shift evaluated is normally less than that evaluated by non-slip 
δ/*G
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model.  By adjusting attraction strength between solid and liquid interface, the 
measured frequency shift can be matched. By using the least-squares iterative 
algorithm approach, the contact interaction strength between solid and liquid δ
*G  can 
be determined. Table 4.6 lists the theoretical results of the frequency shift based on 
non-slip model and slip model. The attraction strength is fitted based on the frequency 
shift. The image part of the strength is set to be a constant value for comparison.  
 
Table 4.6  Frequency shift induced with semi-infinite liquid loading on one surface 
based on theoretical calculation (non slip model and slip treatment)  
  Bare QCM HAT QCM MUA QCM 
 Measured  -669.4 Hz -579.7Hz -652.8Hz 
 Non-slip -740.1Hz -731.1Hz -741.7Hz 
 Deviation  10.56% 26.12% 13.62% 
Water Slip treating -669.4Hz -579.7Hz -652.8Hz 
 
δ
*G ( N/m1410 3) 0.00752+j0.0020 0.005229+j0.0020 0.006883+j0.020
 Measured  -646.0Hz -729.8Hz -675.1Hz 
 Non-slip -755.2Hz -752.2Hz -756.9 
 deviation 16.90% 3.1% 12.12% 
Ethanol  Slip Treating -646.0Hz -729.8Hz -675.1 
  δ
*G ( N/m1410 3) 0.00635+j0.0020 0.01184+j0.0020 0.007276+j0.020
 
 
From the results on the table 4.6, it is found that non-slip assumption gives larger 
frequency shift compared with the real measured value when QCM is operated in the 
lower viscosity liquid. And by adjusting the mechanical attraction strength based on 
slip model, the measured value can be well matched. In this section, only the 
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frequency shift value is used for fitting the real part of the attraction strength. It is 
found that HAT QCM surface and Ethanol presents the highest interfacial interaction 


































































Figure 4.17 Deviations and Fitted Attraction Strength for QCMs in Liquid 
 
The solid and liquid interface characteristics are much more complicated than a 
continuous assumption. And at the same time, there is currently no method to predict 
the occurrence of the interfacial slip and its strength on acoustic wave devices surface. 
In this section, it is attempt to present a framework to measure the interface attraction 
strength between solid and liquid contact layers by using QCM based on mechanical 
slip interface model proposed in previous chapter.  
4.5 Summary  
In this chapter, based on the mechanical slip model, which involves the properties of 
the contact interface, such as interactive strength, contact molecular size and viscosity 
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of the liquid, is discussed and used to describe the response of the quartz crystal 
microbalance in viscous liquid, the slip parameter is expressed explicitly as functions 
of the interface attraction strength of contact layers and viscosity of the liquid. The 
detailed mechanical description of the solid-liquid interface of QCM in liquid 
provides a physical approach to understand the performance of QCM in liquid.  
*G
The physical detailed description of the solid-liquid interfacial is useful for exploring 
the use of the quartz crystal microbalance in biological industry. With the mechanical 
slip model of the interface, a new approach by using slip parameter measured with 
QCM is proposed to determine the attraction strength between viscosity liquid 
particles and solid particles. The experimental data reported in literatures for a 
hydrophilic-coated sensor and a hydrophobic-coated sensor is used for the numerical 
examples. It is found that the imaginary parts of the interactive strength of two types 
of sensors are almost the same and the real parts of the interactive strength contribute 
significantly to distinguish the different interface condition for these two types of 
sensors.  
With self-assembled monolayer surface modification on the electrode surface, three 
types of devices, Bare-QCM, MUA-QCM and HAT-QCM, in contact with water and 
ethanol are measured. The experimental results show that the interface attraction 
strength between solid and liquid does effect on the frequency shift of acoustic 
devices. And the amount of the frequency shift is dependant on the both viscosity of 
liquid and interface strength. The mechanical slip interface model proposed in 
precious chapter is well verified. By fitting the experimental data, the attraction 
strength between liquid molecules layer and acoustic device surface can be detected 
experimentally.  
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Chapter 5 Quart Crystal Microbalance with Mass Partially 





5.1 Introduction  
Sauerbery’s equation and its various refinements generally assume that the mass is 
uniformly and fully attached to the QCM surfaces. However, mass absorption on the 
electrode region may not uniformly distributed [Vig, 1998]. It might be attached on 
only partial area of the electrode region. Few theoretical studies have been found in 
literatures on those non-perfect attachment problems. In order to make use of the high 
resolution of QCM, the sensitivity of the attached position should be studied. In 
addition, QCM is operating on its thickness-shearing vibration mode. The shearing 
vibration is trapped on the electrode region because of the energy trapping effect 
[Hirama, 1997]. The vibration amplitude is highly non-uniform within the electrode 
area. Its amplitude falls off fast at the electrode edges. Different location of mass 
deposited on the electrode does have different effect on resonance frequency of the 
quartz crystal resonator.  
In this chapter, theoretical studies of a rigid mass partially attached on electrode 
surface are carried out. It is based on the Mindlin’s theory [Mindlin,1966]. With an 
assumption that the operation frequency is close to the cut-off frequency of the 
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electrode-covering region, the thickness-shear mode solution can be decoupled from 
the thickness flexure mode approximately. The performance of QCM with different 
percentage of mass covering area and its location on electrode surface is analyzed and 
studied. The resonance frequency is changed with the location of the mass attachment. 
The numerical simulation results show that QCM with larger electrode size is less 
sensitive to the percentage of covering area, and QCM with smaller electrode 
thickness is less sensitive to the position attachment of the mass absorption on its 
surface. In the last section, experimental study on the location effect of the mass 
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5.2 One-Dimensional Mindlin’s Equation for Quartz Crystal 
Microbalance  
The QCM model used for analysis is shown in figure 5.1. It is an infinite AT-cut 
quartz plate with two electrode layers coated on the top and bottom surface. The 
structure is symmetrical to the x-axis. By applying the electrical voltage with a certain 
frequency on the electrode, thickness-shearing vibration will be generated with the 
electrode-region due to the energy trapping effect. For sensor application, mass 
absorbed on the surface of the electrode will reduce the resonance frequency 
following the Sauerbery’s equation under certain assumptions. The mass absorption 
maybe occurs on both the top surface and the bottom surface. Small asymmetry 
effects arising from any mass imbalance between the top electrode surface and bottom 




D3 B DB2DB1 
I II III IV V
Absorption Mass Electrode  Quartz
x
Figure 5.1 QCM structure with mass absorption partially attached on the 
electrode surfaces 
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There are five regions divided for QCM, where mass absorbed partially on the surface 
of the electrodes. The mass covering area is indicated as in figure 5.1 with length DB2 B, 
and DB1 B, DB3 B from both edges of electrode. The thicknesses of the quart plate, electrode 
layer and mass layer are 2h B, BhBeB, and h BmB. Because of the energy trapping effect of the 
electrode layer, the vibration amplitude decays fast at the edge of the electrode. For 
the most of sensor applications, the distance between electrode edges to the quartz 
plate edge is larger enough to decay the vibration amplitude. Such that the regions I 
and V without electrode covering are reasonably assumed to be semi-infinite.  
5.2.1 TS and TF Coupling Motion Equations 
For the regions with electrode and rigid mass absorption, the coupled vibration 
equations of TS and TF modes obtained by Mindlin are used here [Mindlin, 1966]. 
Neglecting the thickness of mass attached, but taking into account the mass volume of 



































∂ ψρψψγ                          (5.2) 
where v  and ψ  are deflection in y-direction and rotation on the line element normal 












cc  at non-







cc −=  at 
electrode region are the shearing modulus of the elasticity on x-y plane, in which, 26e  
is piezoelectric constant and 22∈  is dielectric constant, C  is the mechanically 
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cc −=γ is Voigt’s stretch modulus of the plate in the x-direction, h2  is the 
thickness of quartz plate, 26ek  is the compensate factor which can be calculated from 










++= π                                                                                   (5.3) 
where hhR ee ρρ /= , hhR mmm ρρ /= ,  are the ratio of the mass per unit area of  
electrode and absorption mass to quartz per unit area, eρ  and mρ are densities of 
electrode material and of absorption mass on surface,  eh and mh  are thickness of 
electrode and absorption respectively.  
At the regions without electrode covering, regions I and regions V, equations of 
coupled thickness-shear and flexure vibration modes can be written similar as 































∂ ψρψψγ                                                         (5.5) 
The tiny asymmetric effect arising from mass absorption imbalance on the top and 
bottom surfaces is neglected in this chapter, though the imbalance absorption may 
occur on the top and bottom surface. The structure and vibration are asymmetric to 
the middle-plane of the quartz plate before and after absorption.  
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The straight-crested shearing wave is introduced by assuming the line displacement 
profile in the thickness direction. The shearing displacement can be expressed as 
ψyux =                                                                                                           (5.6) 
where y  is the distance to center line of the plate. Transverse force )(xQ  and bending 
moment )(xM at the particular position are given as a function of the rotation anger 













                                                                                         (5.8) 
When the mass absorption is not on the whole electrode area, the whole QCM 
structure is divided into five regions (section I to V) as shown in figure 5.1. 
Considering the energy trapping effect, there are three cut-off frequencies of TS wave 
expressed as follow. 
For region I and V which are without electrode covering, the cut-off frequency of 

















π=−k                                                                                                        (5.10) 
For regions II and IV which are with electrode covering but without mass absorption 























+=− π                                                                                         (5.12) 
For region III, which is with electrode covering and mass absorption, the cut-off 

























++=− π                                                                              (5.14)  
The effect of the electrodes and mass absorption is equivalent to increases of the 
inertia of transverse, and shear stiffness by the factors )1( R+  and 2)1/()31( RR ++ .  
5.2.2 Solutions of Decoupled TS mode  
Thickness shearing and thickness flexure modes are coupled together in equation (5.1) 
and (5.2). When the disturbance and operation frequency is close to cut-off frequency, 
ωωω ∆±= 2 , where 2ωω <<∆ , the coupling equations between the TS, and FT 
modes can be approximately decoupled and one equation in a single variable of the 
thickness shear mode can be derived.  
For ω∆  is sufficiently small, Mindlin derived the relationship between variables  v  
and ψ  [1967], which can be expressed as  






1                                                                                                 (5.15) 
Substituting the relation into equations, we obtain a single equation of motions for 




















∂+ ψρψψγ                   (5.16) 
For region I and V, 0== mRR  where it does not have either electrode or attached 
mass. For region II and IV, 0=mR , where it is with electrode covering but without 
mass absorbed. Equation (5.16) is the decoupled TS mode vibration equation. 
Assuming that a harmonic voltage excitation tjeCC ω0=  is applied on the electrode 
surface, harmonic solution for ψ  of equation (5.16) can be expressed as  
tje ωϕψ =                                                                                                        (5.17) 














ϕ                                                                    (5.18) 











ωωρξ ,           3,2,1=i                                        (5.19) 
Depending on the thickness shear frequency range of compounded QCM, there are 
two different cases depended on the mass absorption factor mR and electrode mass 
loading factor R   
Case I:         321 ωωωω ≥≥≥                                                                      (5.20) 
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Case II:        321 ωωωω ≥≥≥                                                                      (5.21) 
The choice of the operational frequency condition determines the sign of iξ  of 
equation (5.19) in each region.   
Case I:  321 ωωωω ≥≥≥  
When the operating frequency is assumed for the range, 321 ωωωω ≥≥≥ , the 
thickness shearing wave will attenuate exponentially at region I and region V, and it 
can be propagated in regions II, III and IV due to the energy trapping effect.  When an 
electrical voltage mechanically equivalent to )cos(0 tCC ω=  is impressed across the 
electrode, the solution of equation (5.18) includes transient response and steady-state 
response. The transient response of the constant 0C  is not involved in the resonance 
characteristics analysis. The steady- state response of the electrode region is the sum 
of the external impressed equivalent force and its harmonic response. With arbitrary 
constants 81, L=iai , the harmonic solutions of rotation in each of the regions 
VIL  can be written as 
Region I:  01 ≤x  
)exp( 1111 xa ξϕ =                                                                                            (5.22) 
Region II: 110 Dx ≤≤  
)sin()cos( 123122
)2(
02 xaxa ξξϕϕ ++=                                                           (5.23) 
Region III: 2111 DDxD +≤≤  
)sin()cos( 135134
)3(
03 xaxa ξξϕϕ ++=                                                           (5.24) 
Region IV:  321121 DDDxDD ++≤≤+  




04 xaxa ξξϕϕ ++=                                                          (5.25) 
Region V: 1321 xDDD ≤++  
)exp( 1185 xa ξϕ −=                                                                                         (5.26) 










0 ωωρϕ −++= mRRh
C
 
To determine the arbitrary constants ia  so as to derive the relating frequency 
spectrum, the conditions of continuity of displacement and moment at the boundaries 
of different regions are employed. From moment equation (5.7), at position 0=x , 
1Dx = , 21 DDx +=  and 321 DDDx ++= ,  





∂ +1ϕϕ                                                                                                   (5.28) 
where    4,3,2,1=i  
These continuity conditions providing eight equations for constants 81, L=iai , 
which can be obtained.  
[ ] { } { } 1801888 ××× = ϕaM                                                                                      (5.29) 
where  
{ } { }Taaaaaaaaa 8765432118 ,,,,,,,=×  
{ } { }T0,,0,,0,,0, )3(0)3(0)2(0)2(0)3(0)2(0180 ϕϕϕϕϕϕϕ −−−=×  

































































where                )cos( jiij db ξ=  )sin( jiij ds ξ=  3,2,1=i , 3,2,1=j  ,       
                             321211 ,, DDDDDDd j +++=  
To satisfy the equations, the resonance condition requires the determinant of the 












































      (5.30) 
The determinant of the matrix is a function of the electrode length and parameters of 
the mass attached on the electrode surface. From the frequency equation (5.30), it is 
possible to derive a set of resonance frequencies of thickness shear mode of quartz 
crystal.  
Case II:        321 ωωωω ≥≥≥  
In this condition, the mass absorption factor mR  is larger enough and the thickness 
shearing wave will attenuate exponentially at region I, region II, region IV and region 
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V, and it can be propagated in regions III due to the energy trapping effect. Under the 
condition, the displacement profile on each region can be expressed as  
Region I:  01 ≤x  
)exp( 1111 xa ξϕ =                                                                                            (5.31) 
Region II: 110 Dx ≤≤  
)exp()exp( 123122
)2(
02 xaxa ξξϕϕ −++=                                                       (5.32) 
Region III: 2111 DDxD +≤≤  
)sin()cos( 135134
)3(
03 xaxa ξξϕϕ ++=                                                           (5.33) 
Region IV:  321121 DDDxDD ++≤≤+  
)exp()exp( 127126
)2(
04 xaxa ξξϕϕ −++=                                                       (5.34) 
Region V: 1321 xDDD ≤++  
)exp( 1185 xa ξϕ −=                                                                                         (5.35) 
Employing the continuity of displacement and moment at the boundaries of different 
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where                )cos( jiij db ξ=  )sin( jiij ds ξ=  3,2,1=i , 3,2,1=j  ,       
                             321211 ,, DDDDDDd j +++=  
For QCM used as sensor application, it is used to detect micro gram mass layer on the 
surface. The mass factor of the absorption is less than that of electrode mass factor. 
For example, the mass load factor R  for the QCM with 300nm silver electrode layer 
for 0.2 mm quartz plate is 01178.0=R .  Assuming that mass layer added on the 
electrode surface does not changed the vibration profile of the system. An appropriate 
condition of the operational frequency is still controlled by Case I. The numerical 
simulation on this chapter is performed under the assumption that the excited acoustic 
wave is confined to propagate within the fully electroded region, i. e. the operational 
frequency satisfy 321 ωωωω ≥≥≥  
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5.3 Numerical Analysis and Results 
In this section, numerical simulations for QCM with partially attached mass on 
surface are performed. The materials properties of quartz crystal, gold electrode, the 
dimensions of quartz crystal and the dimensions of the electrode layer are listed on 
table 5.1, the effect of the size and location of the attached mass are analyzed and 
discussed by the simulation. 
 
Table 5.1 Material properties of quartz and electrode for numerical analysis on partial 
mass absorption  
Quartz plate Density: 2675=ρ  kg/mPPP3 P 
Quartz Stiffness modulus  74.862211 == cc  GPa  99.612 =c  GPa 
      51.6266 =c  GPa         
Gold Density 10500=eρ  kg/mP3 P 







Half odthickness of quartz plate: 2.0=h mm 
Electrode Thickness 300=eh nm 
 
5.3.1 Mass Absorption Covering the Whole Electrode  
With different electrode size, the resonance frequency of the first TS mode is different. 
The resonance spectrum of the QCM with different electrode size is shown in figure 
5.2. The resonance frequency of TS mode approaches that of cut-off frequency with 
increasing electrode size.  
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For sensor application of QCM, the resonance frequency shift of the first TS mode is 
a function of the mass attached on quartz surface. The normal expression of the mass 










&                                                                                          (5.37) 
in which, the frequency sensitivity of QCM is independent on the electrode size. 
However, from the dispersion relations, it can be seen that the resonance frequency of 
QCM relates to the electrode area. This effect is not only due to the coupling of TF 
and TS vibration mode as mentioned in reference (Lee et al.,2003), in which the 
relationship between the frequency shift is expressed as function of the absorption 























) quartz thickness      h=0.2mm





Figure 5.2 TS mode resonance frequency spectrum of QCM
without mass absorption 
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Even with decoupling of TF and TS model used in this paper, the sensitivity of QCM 
also decreases as the electrode size decreases. As similarly shown in figure 5.3, the 
simulation is performed with mass absorption fully attached on the electrode surface, 
i.e. 031 == DD , and the sensitivity with different electrode size is calculated. The 
difference between the calculated sensitivity of QCM and nominal sensitivity is 
enlarged as the electrode size decreases. This can be explained that the total mass 
attached on the electrode surface is reduced with decreased electrode size having the 
same absorption mass thickness. If we keep the mass constant, the similar figure plot 
as a function of total absorption mass on the surface, this trend as indicated in figure 
5.4 is different from figure 5.3. Since the QCM is mostly used to detect the thickness 
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Figure 5.3, Frequency sensitivity of QCM as a function of mass
absorption unit area with different size of electrode size   
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5.3.2 QCM with Mass Absorption Partially on the Surface 
Typical thickness-shear amplitude profile can be calculated by equations (5.22)--(5.26) 
under a certain resonance frequency. From the vibration profile of the QCM as shown 
in figure 5.5, it can be seen that the amplitude of the TS vibration decreases very fast 
as close to the edges of the electrode. When the absorption mass is not fully attached 
on the electrode surface, the percentage of the covering will effect the TS resonance 
frequency shift.  
Under the condition of symmetric distribution of the absorption mass on electrode 
surface, i.e. 31 DD =  as indicated in figure 5.1, the effect of percentage of the 
absorption layer covering area to frequency shift is investigated.  
Figure 5.4 Frequency sensitivity of QCM as function of mass absorption 
per unit width with different size of electrode size   
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Figure 5.6 gives the TS resonance frequency shift with different percentage covering 
of absorption mass on the electrode surface with different mass absorption volume. 
The ratio of electrode width and thickness of quartz is kept at 15/ =hb . When the 
covering area decreases, the absorption mass is concentrated at the center of the 
electrode where the vibration amplitude is lager than that of the electrode edge. The 
resonance frequency of TS mode is decreased when the absorption area is decreased 
as shown in figure 5.6 even with the same volume of the absorption mass. For the 
case of mass volume 0.005g/m, the resonance frequency of QCM is 38.571MHz when 
mass distributes uniformly at whole electrode surface. As the mass shrink at center 
part of electrode at 30% electrode covering area, the resonance frequency is decreased 
to 38.566MHz. The difference between 30% covering and full covering can be 
reaches several KHz. 
Figure 5.7 presents the comparison of this covering area effect for different electrode 
sizes. Keeping the mass volume constant as increasing the absorption percentage from 
30% to 100% of the electrode length, the resonance frequency shift value for different 
QCMs with different electrode length (D/h=10, 20, 25, respectively) are shown as dot 
lines. The relative frequency shift (relate to frequency shift of full absorption) due to 
the difference of the absorption position is shown as solid lines. From the solid line, it 
can be seen that with an increase of the electrode size, this covering area effect of 
absorption mass is less significant as shown in figure 5.7. 
With partially absorption mass on the surface, there is a chance for mode jump 
because the cut-off frequency of TS mode in absorption region is less than that of the 
other electrode regions. When the thickness of the absorption reaches a certain value, 
the TS resonance frequency QCM will be smaller than the cut-off frequency of a 
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naked electrode region 2ω . The main TS vibration will be trapped within the 
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Figure 5.5 TS vibration profile alone x-direction  
Figure 5.6 TS resonance of QCM as a function of percentage covering area 
of mass absorption (with constant mass and Electrode length 
D/h=15) 
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Figure 5.7 Covering area effect of the absorption mass for different electrode
length ( solid line—relative shift comparing with frequency shift of full
covering      dot line—absolute frequency shift ) 
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5.3.3 Effect of Position of the Absorption on the Electrode Surface. 
Keeping volume of the attached mass constant and shifting the attachment location 
from the electrode edge to the center, resonance frequency of the QCM is decreased. 
This frequency shift is not due to the different mass volume, but due to the different 
mass attaching location. Figure 5.8 gives the resonance frequency shift with different 
mass attachment area shifting from the edge to the center of the electrode. It is shown 
that resonance frequency of the QCM is decreased as the constant mass moving from 
electrode edge to center position. Three cases are analyzed with the same mass 
volume in figure 5.8, i.e. 40%, 50% and 60% covering area respectively. It is shown 
that with smaller attachment area, the effect of the different attachment location is 
more significant. 
Figure 5.8 Resonance frequency shift due to the different position of
absorption from edge position to center of the electrode
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Keeping the same thickness and percentage of attachment area of the absorption on 
electrode surface, figure 5.9 shows the effect of the electrode thickness and electrode 
length to the location sensitivity. The maximum difference of resonance frequency 
due to the attached location is calculated as functions of the electrode length 
(length/thickness ratio). The maximum difference of resonance frequency due to 
location of mass absorbed is expressed as  
centeredgem fff −=∆                                                                                      (5.38)  
where edgef  and centerf  are resonance frequencies of compounded QCM when mass 
absorbed on edge of electrode and that of QCM when mass absorbed on center of 
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Figure 5.9 the maximum frequency difference with absorption mass moving
from edge to center as function of electrode length for different
electrode thickness  (The mass absorption are is set to be 50% of
electrode length, and the mass volume per unit width for each
electrode thickness is kept constant mass= 0.005g/m)  
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It is founded that the significance of the absorption location effect on compounded 
QCM is related to the thickness of electrode. The location sensitivity of QCM with 
electrode thickness 100nm is lowest even independent of the electrode length. It 
implies that QCM with thin electrode results in a more constant resonance frequency 
with different absorption mass for compounded QCM. And thinner electrode can be 
chose for sensor applications to reduce the covering location dependence of the 
resonance frequency of compounded QCM.  
In some cases, thick electrode layer on quartz surface can be used to increase the 
energy trapping effect of QCM, so as to increased the Q-factor or reduce the coupling 
between adjacent QCM for multi-channel QCMs applications. The energy trapping 
effect of the thickness shearing vibration of quartz plate is significant with the thick 
electrode etched on the surface, so as to the vibration amplitude drop faster at the edge. 
On that case, larger electrode size results a more constant resonance frequency with 
different absorption location and gives more accurate results of mass attached despite 
the mass absorption location as shown in figure 5.9.  
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5.4 Experiment Study on Position Sensitivity of QCM 
5.4.1 QCM Sample Preparing  
To verify the position effect of quartz crystal microbalance, two QCM samples were 
fabricated in the lab. The 10MHz AT-cut bare quartz wafers were purchased from 
International Crystal Manufacturing (ICM, Oklahoma City, OK, USA). The quartz 
wafer was 14mm in diameter and 0.166mm in thickness and both quartz surfaces are 
polished. Standard photolithography-based fabrication processes were involved for 
patterning the electrodes on the quartz plate surfaces. Firstly, a Denton PVD machine 
was used to deposit a 40Å thick Cr film followed by a 500 Å thick Au film. The Cr 
film served as adhesion promoter to increase the adherence between Au and the 
quartz crystal. Secondly, a light sensitive photoresist was spun onto the quartz wafers 
carrying the metal films, forming a thin layer of the organic coating on top of the 
metal films. The photoresist coating was then selectively exposed to a shining light 
through a mask, which contained the patterned features. The resist was then 
developed which completed the pattern transfer from the mask to the wafer. Thirdly, 
the exposed metal films were etched by wet etching. Since there were two layers, Au 
and Cr, on the surface of quartz wafer, they were wet etched separately using different 
chemistries. The Au etching solution was a mixture of 4g of KI, 8g of IBBB2 B and 40ml 
HB2 BO, and the Cr etching solution a mixture of 8g of CeSO B4 B, 40ml HNOB3 B and 200ml 
HB2 BO. The etching took two minutes for each layer. The samples were thoroughly 
rinsed for several times. Prior to use, the gold electrodes were cleaned with hot 
Piranha solution [30% HB2 BOB2 B-HB2 BSOB4 B (1+3)], and then rinsed by DI water and dried 
under nitrogen. The processing diagram is schematic shown in figure 5.10.  





Figure 5.11. , Diagram of a single QCM  
2h
R
Quartz plate 1. Standard cleaning 
2. Sputtering Cr layer, 200W 
for 10s, deposit 40Å of Cr 
3. Sputtering Au layer, 200W 
for 30s, deposit 500Å of Au 
4. PR coating with 6000rpm
20s, ramp 5rpm/s then baked. 
5. PR development, removed 
exposed PR 
6. Wet etching of Au, Removed
unprotected Au and Cr layer 
7. Stripping of PR and cleaning 
Figure 5.10 Standard photolithography-based for fabrication of QCM pattern  
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5.4.2 Position Sensitivity of Electrode Width and Thickness  
There are several methods to measure the mass sensitivity along the quartz surface, 
for example X-ray diffraction, surface charge distribution measurement and optical 
speckle pattern method. These methods are quite complicated, which need expensive 
equipment. Cumpson and Seah [1990] described a method of ink-dot calibration, It is 
a simple and reliable technique to determine the mass sensitivity profile of the quartz 
crystal resonator. A fiber-tipped pen was used to place ink dots on the surface of the 
QCM,. The frequency shift resulting from each dot was recorded. An acetone wash 
was used to remove the dots and to retain the original frequency. This method need a 
reasonable care to ensure identical dots size.  In our work, we place the ink dots by 
using an ink jet printer (Lexmark inkjet Z604, Figure 3-2) to print the symbol of “.” 
in Microsoft Word 2000 (Normal format, Arial font and font size 10) as shown in 
figure 5.12. The variation between dots is less than 1%, which is measured by 
commercial TSM sensor. Figure 5.13 shows the layout and the sequence of the dots. 
Two polished AT-cut quartz crystal samples (10MHz, 14mm diameter) with diameter 
of 5.1mm and 7mm of gold electrodes on surfaces are used for the investigation. The 
gold electrode thickness of 5.1mm and 7mm QCM are 100nm and 50nm, which are 
indicated as QCM-5 and QCM-7 respectively. The S&A 250B Network Analyzer 
(Saunders & Associates, Inc., USA, with Frequency range 1MHz to 100MHz) was 
used and the quartz crystal was connected through a standard 250B network analyzer 
test head. 
The original resonance frequencies of QCM-5 and QCM-7 are measured as 
9.993086MHz and 10.029541MHz respectively. Figure 5.14 illustrate the 
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experimental results and theoretical results of normalized sensitivity profile on the 
electrode surface of the QCM-5 and QCM-7 respectively 
 
 
                                         
Fig. 5.13 The layout and sequence of the ink dots printed on the surface of a QCM 
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Figure 5.12 Lexmark inkjet Z604 printer used for ink-dots experiment placing
 








Figure 5.14 Experimental data and theoretical  results of Normalized 
mass sensitivity profile for QCMs  
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The frequency shift with ink-dot along the quartz surface is plotted in figure 5.15. For 
QCM-5 with gold electrode thickness 100nm, which gives the electrode mass factor 
004389.0=R , the frequency shifts due to the same mass ink on center and edge of 
electrode are 260Hz and 26Hz respectively. This difference (234Hz) is due to 
absorption position but not the mass volume.  
When the electrode thickness is thin, for example QCM-7 with gold electrode 
thickness 50nm, the frequency shift difference between center and edge is less (from 
158Hz to 17Hz), i.e., thinner electrode is better to reduce the effect of the partial 
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Figure 5.15 Frequency shift measured alone the electrode surface with 
ink dot absorption for two QCMs 
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5.5 Summary 
An AT-cut Quartz crystal microbalance with absorption mass partially attached on 
surface is analyzed using Mindlin’s beam theory. Because of the energy trapping 
effect, amplitude of the vibration of the thickness-shearing mode is different on the 
QCM surface. With mass absorption on different position of the electrode surface, the 
induced resonance frequency shift is different. In this chapter, the effect of the 
percentage of the covering area and position of the absorption mass is analyzed and 
discussed. The numerical simulation and the experimental results show that QCM 
with a thinner electrode is better to reduce the effect of the partial absorption of the 
mass attachment. 
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6.1 Introduction  
In the previous chapter, one-dimensional Mindlin’s theory is employed to do analysis. 
Thickness shear mode vibration is decoupled from the flexure mode vibration 
approximately. For a finite dimensional quartz resonator, not only the wanted 
thickness-shearing (TS) mode but also many unwanted spurious modes can exist on 
an AT-cut quartz crystal plate with square edges. Coupling between the TS and 
spurious mode will degrade the quality of the resonators, e.g. decreasing the Q-factor 
and inducing mode jumping. It is essential to design the resonator structure to weaken 
the coupling between thickness-shear (TS) mode and other spurious modes to achieve 
higher quality of the resonators. Mesa quartz resonator [Goka,1999 and 
Sekimoto,1998] and grooves design [Hirama 1997] are two methods commonly used 
to achieve the objective of decoupling between TS and spurious modes. Comparing 
with conventional mass-loading structure of a planar electrode plated, the grooves or 
mesa-sharp resonator are expected to trap larger fraction of the thickness shearing 
mode vibration into the electrode region. For multi-channel resonator applications 
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[Tatsuma, 1999 and Abe, 2000], this can be very useful to minimize the interference 
between adjacent resonators for miniaturizing the structure [Shen et al. 2004].  
In this chapter, the finite element solution of Mindlin’s plate equations of quartz is 
used to analyses the energy trapping effect of mesa design of the rectangular quartz 
plate resonators. The finite element numerical program is formulated using bilinear 
quadrilateral element with MATLAB. The comparisons between the conventional 
quartz resonator and mesa-design resonator show that mesa design can trap the 
vibration energy within the electrode area more effectively. The computation of the 
energy trapping factor as a function of the dimensions of the mesa structure depth and 
bi-mesa width design are performed. The results show that after mesa depth of the 
single mesa reaches a certain value, further energy trapping cannot be achieved by 
increasing the mesa depth. A Bi-mesa design can further improve the decoupling 
characteristics of the resonator beyond the single mesa resonator. 
6.2. FEM modeling with two-dimensional Mindlin’s Quartz Plate 
Element 
For a resonator with electrodes on the surface, a propagating thickness-shear wave is 
excited in the part of the plate under electrodes, but the corresponding vibration at the 
same frequency in the remaining regions of the plate decays exponentially. This 
results in the phenomenon that thickness shearing vibrational energy is trapped in the 
region under the electrode.  
6.2.1 Two-Dimensional Mindlin’s Equation for AT-cut Quartz Plate  
The first of the energy trapping theory was given by Shockley, et al. [1963] based on 
the dispersion relations of elastic waves in a quartz plate. The mathematical solutions 
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of the energy trapping for an infinite quartz plate with electrodes was given by 
Mindlin [1966], in which, the spurious modes flexural, face shearing and extensional 
were included. Mindlin’s two-dimensional plate is truncated to a first-order 
approximation in thickness direction, which includes fundamental thickness shear 
modes. The approximation equations of electrode plated quartz plate equations are 
useful to assess the mass loading sensitivity of a given quartz resonator. 
In this section, the finite element derivation of the Mindlin’s quartz plate element is 
presented first and a finite element program is coded based on the theory. Mindlin’s 
equations for an AT-cut, electroded quartz plate, which accommodates thickness-
shear, thickness-twist, and flexural vibration modes, can be expressed as [Yong,1991] 
















2 ϕψ &&&& RbRbQMM +=+=−+                                    (6.3)  
where  and  are the shear forces in vertical direction,  and  are the 
bending moments of the plate about  and  respectively,  is the rotation 
moment in -  plane element respectively,  is the thickness of the quartz plate, 
1Q 3Q 1M 3M
1x 3x 5M
1x 3x b2
ρ  is the density of the quartz, bhR ee ρρ /=  ratio of mass of electrodes to that of the  
plate, eρ  and  are density and thickness of electrode layer, eh 1ψ  and 3ψ  are shear 
rotation about  and  coordinates respectively,  is the transverse displacement 
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For convenience of numerical analysis, define the new displacement variables as the 
shear rotation multiplying by thickness of plate 
11 ψϕ b= ,     33 ψϕ b=                                                                                  (6.4) 
such that the variable vector is rewritten as  
{ Tuu 312 ,, ϕϕ=r }
}r
}

















Figure 6.1 Diagram 2-dimemsnioanl quartz plate with electrode on surface. 
Silver Electrode 
{ TMMMQQT 53131 ,,,,=                                                                            (6.6) 
{ T13331131 ,,,, κκκγγ=∈r                                                                                (6.7) 
where 31 ,γγ  are shear strains, )3,1,( =jiijκ  are curvatures about  and  
coordinates. For an AT-cut quartz crystal plate, the anisotropic elastic constants 
exhibit monoclinic symmetry when the x
1x 3x
1 axis coincides with one of the diagonal 
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axes of the crystal. The stress and strain relationship (constitutive equation) can be 
expressed as  
[ ]∈= rr DT                                                                                                       (6.7) 
and the strain-displacement relationship  






































































































The coefficients in the matrixes expressed as the functions of the elastic stiffness of 
the quartz materials  are appended in appendix 2.  ijc
6.2.2 Finite Element Equations for Quartz Plate Element 
For the finite element method with four nodes bilinear element, the displacement 
vector is interpolated using displacement variables of the four nodes as shown in 
figure 6.2.  
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Defining the node displacement vector of the element as  
{ }Tuuuuq )4(4)3(3)2(3)1(3)4(1)3(1)2(1)1(1)4(2)3(2)2(2)1(2 ,,,,,,,,,,, ϕϕϕϕϕϕϕϕ=r                   (6.9) 
The displacement within the element can be expressed as the node displacement 
variables by the element shape function matrix   
[ ]qNu =                                                                                                      (6.10) rr














Figure 6.2 Interpolation Element of four-node bilinear quadrilateral element  
In local coordinate system ηξ −−  as shown in figure 6.2, the element shape functions 
are expressed as   
4/)1)(1(1 ηξ −−=N                                                                                   (6.11) 
4/)1)(1(2 ηξ −+=N                                                                                  (6.12) 
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4/)1)(1(3 ηξ ++=N                                                                                  (6.13) 
4/)1)(1(3 ηξ +−=N                                                                                   (6.14) 
Substituting equation (6.10) into equation (6.8), the strain within the element can be 
expressed as  
[ ][ ] [ ]qBqNd ==∈ rrr                                                                                       (6.15) 



























































































































































































For a plate element, using the variation method, and multiplying equations (6.1) (6.2) 
(6.3) by virtual displacements 2uδ , 1δϕ  and 3δϕ  respectively, the three equations are 
added together and integrated with respect to the element plate area. With some 
manipulation, the motion equation for an element plate can be expressed in the 
following matrix form  
[ ] ∫∫∫ =∈+ C TA TA T dApudATdAumu rrr&&rr δδδ                                                     (6.16) 
where pr is the external force. For free vibration of the AT-cut quartz plate, the 
external force is set to be zero in this study. Substituting equations (6.7) (6.10) and 
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(6.15) into equation (6.16), the free vibration equation of element plate can be 
expressed as 























The mass effect of the electrode on the quartz surface is presented by mass factor R  
on the mass matrix.  
The virtual displacements qrδ  are arbitrary; hence the element plate motion equation 
can be rewritten as  
[ ] [ ] 0=+ qKqM ee &&r                                                                                       (6.18) 
where  
[ ] [ ] [ ][ ]∫= A Te dANmNM                                                                              (6.19) 
is the element mass matrix,  
[ ] [ ] [ ][ ]∫= A Te dABDBK                                                                                (6.20) 
is the element stiffness matrix.  
A similar global finite element matrix motion equation can be assembled from the 
element equations and if the structure-damping matrix [ ]gC  is included in the 
expressions, the equation can be expressed as  
[ ] { } [ ] { } [ ] { } { }ggggggg PqKqCqM =++ &&&                                                      (6.21) 
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The nodal displacement vector is expressed as 
{ } { } { } { } { }{ }31)(3)1(3)(1)1(1)(2)1(2 ,,,,,,, ΦΦ== TTnnnT Uuuq ϕϕϕϕ LLL            (6.22) 
{ }U ,  and  are global transverse displacement vector, global shearing 
rotation vectors about  and about  of the discreting nodes respectively.  
{ 1Φ } }{ 3Φ
1x 3x
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For steady free vibration with traction-free faces and edges, the eigenvalue problem 
can be obtained by setting the force component to zero and neglecting the structural 
damping.  
[ ] [ ] { } 0)( 2 =+− ggg qKMω                                                                          (6.24) 
where ω  is the resonance frequency and the corresponding mode shape can be 
computed by substituting the frequency into equation (6.24).  
The finite element program is written using MATLAB language, which provides a 
convenient platform for scientific numerical calculations. Larger matrixes are stored 
using sparse function, which can dramatically reduce the memory usage. The Gauss 
integration method is employed to perform the numerical integration for the quadratic 
element. The program is run on an IBM p690 Regatta supercomputer at the Institute 
of High Performance of Computing (IHPC).  
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6.2.3. Energy Trapping Factor of Thickness Shearing Mode  
The total vibration energy of the structure is the sum of the kinetic energy and the 
potential energy (strain energy). For the time-harmonic deformation of a crystal; the 
volume has time-varying potential energy and kinetic energy. There is an interchange 
of kinetic and strain energies. The storage energy reaches its maximum when the 
maximum deformation of the crystal at that point occurs. For a single vibrational 
mode, every point of the structure has the same vibration phase and reaches the state 
of the maximum strain energy simultaneously. The ratio between the maximum strain 
energy in electrode region and that in the total area are used as the energy trapping 
factor to evaluate the vibrational energy trapping effect of certain vibrational mode. 
Based on the finite element theory, the strain energy of the FEM structure can be 
expressed as 
{ } [ ] [ ][ ] { } { } [ ] { }qKqqvoldBDBqU gTvol TT 2
1
2
1 == ∫                                      (6.25) 
Dividing the nodes freedom into two groups, one is within the electrode region 
indicated by subscript , and another is outside of the electrode region indicated by 
subscript .  
e()
o()
{ } { }ToeoeoueuT qqqqqqq 3311 ,,,,, ϕϕϕϕ=                                                                (6.26) 
For a vibrational mode with frequency , the eigenvector if iq
r of the discretization 
system 02 =− igig qMK rω  are relative displacements of the discretizing nodes. The 
maximum potential energy of that mode, which can be expressed as  
{ } [ ] { }igTiiT qKqUE rr2
1==                                                                           (6.27) 
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where { }  is the eigenvector of the iqr thi −  mode. The thickness shearing vibration is 
coupled with the other modes, namely thickness flexure (TF) modes and thickness 
rotation (TR) modes. The vibration energy of the TF modes can be propagating 
outside of the electrode region, which deteriorates the Q factor of the quartz resonator. 
The percentage of the thickness shearing vibration energy within the electrode region 
is used to evaluate the energy trapping effect for different structure in this chapter.  
{ } [ ] { }














11 ϕϕ==Γ                                                                         (6.28) 
where  is the relative value of the thickness shearing vibrational energy within the 
electrode region. A higher value of the factor 
e
TSE
iΓ  of TS modes gives a good Q-factor 
of the resonator working with thickness shearing modes, so as to increase the 









Figure 6.3 quarter portion of rectangular quartz plate with electrode and
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6.3. Conventional AT-cut Quartz Resonator with Electrode Plated  
The convergence study of the FEM program with a rectangular AT-cut plate without 
electrode on the surface is performed to verify the program. A uniformly impressed 
electric filed over the AT-cut quartz plate will excite modes that have the following 
symmetric conditions: (1)  odd, 2u 1ϕ  even and 3ϕ  odd in  direction, (2)  even, 1x 2u
1ϕ  even and 3ϕ  odd in  direction. Such that, the rectangular AT-cut plate is 
modeled with quarter plate and imposed the boundary condition as shown in figure 
6.3. The thickness of the quartz plate is set to be , whose fundamental thickness 










f ρ MHz. Because 
of the edge effect of the finite size quartz plate, the real resonance frequency of the 
fundamental thickness shear mode is slightly higher than the cut-off frequency for a 
rectangular quartz plate with dimensions of mmmm 4.84.8 × . Figure 6.4 presents the 
convergence study of the fundamental thickness-shearing mode TS-1 and its third 
overtone vibration modes TS-3 of the quartz plate without electrode, whose resonance 
frequencies are 3.247MHz and 3.38MHz respectively. The frequencies converge to 
monotonic values with increased fineness of the element meshing as shown in the 
figure 6.4.  
Twenty eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenvectors are computed around the cut-
off frequency of the fundamental thickness-shearing mode. The mode shape of the 
fundamental thickness-shearing mode TS-1 and its first harmonic overtone of 
thickness-shearing mode TS-2 of the quartz plate without electrode are shown in 
figure 6.5 and figure 6.6 respectively. The vibrational modes, which have 
predominant displacement components 1φ , are classified as thickness shearing modes. 
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The displacement component of  indicates that the flexural motion is present in 
shear deformation, in which; the corresponding flexural mode coupled with 
fundamental thickness shear modes can be determined by the vibrational nodes along 




























Fundamental Thickness Shear Mode
                TS-1=3.247MHz   
Third Symmetric Overtone of Thickness         
                       Shear Mode TS-3=3.38MHz
 
Figure 6.4 Convergence studies of TS-1 and TS-3 modes of the
rectangular AT-cut Quartz plate without electrodes   
 
For a quartz crystal plate with length/thickness ratio 15/ =ba , the flexural vibration 
mode coupled with fundamental thickness shear mode corresponds to TF-21 as 
indicated in figure 6.5. For the first harmonic overtone of the thickness shear mode 
with frequency, the coupled spurious modes include both the thickness rotation and 
thickness flexural modes as shown in figure 6.6.  
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Figure 6.5 (a) The transverse displacement of the fundament TS model 
 
 Figure 6.5 (b) Shear rotation about x1 of the fundament TS model 
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 Figure 6.5 (c) Shear rotations about x3 of the fundament TS model 
Figure 6.5 Mode shape of the fundamental thickness shear mode of
quartz plate without electrode   
 
Figure 6.6(a) Transverse displacement of the first harmonic overtone of TS mode 
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Figure 6.6 (b) Shear rotation about x1 of the first harmonic overtone of the TS  
 
 
Figure 6.6 (c) Shear rotations about x3 of the first harmonic overtone of the TS  
 Figure 6.6 Mode shape of the second overtone of the thickness shear mode of
quartz plate without electrode  
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The frequency spectrum of the AT-quartz crystal rectangular plate without electrode 
on the surfaces in the vicinity of the cut-off frequency of the fundamental thickness-
shearing mode is shown in figure 6.7.  The length/thickness ratio is ranged from 15.00 
to 16.40. The structure is simulated using the finite element program with 3600 
elements on the quarter plate and the resonance frequencies are normalized by 
dividing the cut-off frequency of thickness-shearing mode for an infinite plate, which 
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Figure 6.7 The frequency spectrum of the rectangular AT-cut Quartz plate
without electrodes (quartz thickness 0.6mm)  
 
With electrodes on the quartz surface, the cut-off frequency of the plated region is less 
than that of the perimeter region owing to the mass loading of the electrodes. If there 
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is imposed a voltage with frequency between the cut-off frequencies of the electrode 
region and perimeter region, a propagating thickness shearing wave is excited within 
the electrode region, it then decays exponentially outside the electrode region. This is 
so-call energy trapping effect of the electrode layer, which has been used for design of 
the conventional QCM by selecting an appreciate combination of cut-off frequencies 
at electrode region and that at perimeter.  
The quartz crystal plate with 60% (length ratio) electrode area is calculated by the 
finite element program, in which the silver electrode is etched on the surface with a 






0 =+= ρ . Due to the mass effect of the electrode, the 
fundamental thickness shearing frequency is reduced to MHzfTS 8847.21 =− , and the 
coupled thickness flexural mode is shifted to be TF-20, which can be determined from 
the profile of the displacement component . Figure 6.8 gives the vibrational shape 
of the thickness-shearing mode of the quartz plate with electrode on the surface. From 
the contour of the vibrational shapes, it can be observed that the main thickness 
shearing vibration energy is trapped within the electrode area due to the mass effect of 
the electrode. The coupling between thickness shearing vibration and flexural 
vibration is not so significant at the center region compared with that at the plate 
edges. The relative amplitude of the displacement component  is reduced 
comparing with that of the quartz plate without electrode layers. By designing the 
electrode thickness and covering area, the resonator frequency and the coupling 
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Figure 6.8 (a) Transverse displacement of the first harmonic overtone of the TS 
 
 
Figure 6.8 (b) Shear rotation about x1 of the first harmonic overtone of the TS 
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Figure 6.8 (c) Shear rotations about x3 of the first harmonic overtone of the TS 
Figure 6.8 vibration shape of fundamental thickness shearing mode for
resonator with electrode coated on central portion, 2.8847MHz  
 
6.4 Energy Trapping Effect with Mesa Design 
Recently, mesa-shaped quartz structures have been studied to improve the decoupling 
characteristics between TS mode and spurious modes. The mesa-shaped quartz 
structure is expected to trap larger fraction of the vibration energy within the electrode 
area and provide better decoupling characteristics than mass loading of electrode 
layers. This is important for the construction of the multi-channel resonator 
applications, such as multi-channel quartz crystal microbalance (MQCMs). 
In this section, the single mesa-structure and bi-stepped mesa structure are studied 
using 2-D the FEM program in x1—x3 plane. As shown in figure 6.9, the bi-stepped 
mesa rectangular quartz plate is covered with the silver electrode layers at the central 
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portion. The central portion of the quartz is with thickness , length , which is 
fully coated with electrode layers. The step height and width of the mesas are 
indicated as ,  and , 
b2 12l
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6.4.1 Single-Mesa Quartz Crystal Plate 
By setting 02 =∆h , or , there is only one mesa without steps for quartz plate. 
The amount of the energy that can be trapped within the electrode region for such a 
single bi-mesa resonator depends on the mesa width 
01 =∆l
h∆  and depth . In this study, 
the single mesa is started from the edge of the electrode, and the size of the quartz 
plate is kept constant at 
l∆
mmmmmm 6.099 ×× .  
Figure 6.10 gives the vibrational shapes of the fundamental thickness shear mode with 
steps height 3/1/1 =∆ bh  and electrode size %60)/( 11 =∆+ lll . The operational 
resonance frequency of thickness shear mode is 2.9057 MHz, which is slightly higher 
than that of the resonator without mesa round the electrode. With the mesa design, the 
thickness-shearing wave is much more concentrated on the electrode area, and the 
amplitude of the other vibration (TF vibration) is smaller than that without mesa 
design as comparing with the vibrational shapes in figure 6.10 and figure 6.8. The 
Computation of the percentage of the thickness shearing vibrational energy with 
equation (25), the TS energy trapped within the electrode area rises from 75.76% for 
the conventional resonator to 90.67% for the single-mesa resonator. In addition, the 
vibrational amplitude of the thickness shearing displacement about  coordinates 1x 1ϕ  
becomes uniform in the electrode area, and this feature is better for QCM sensor to 
overcome the partial mass absorption on the surface and then the resonance frequency 
shift can be less significantly dependant on the position of the mass absorption for 
QCM applications. For a conventional energy trapped resonator, good decoupling 
characteristics can be achieved only by using unrealistic larger electrode plating. 
Using mesa design, the decoupling and energy trapping characteristics can be 
achieved by mesa dimensional optimization.  
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Figure 6.10 (b) Shear rotations about x1 of the fundament TS mode 
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Figure 6.10 vibrational shape of quartz crystal resonator with mesa structure design
round electrode. Mesa depth 10% of plate thickness, freq=2.9057MHz 




In addition, resonance frequency of the resonator is changed as increasing the depth of 
the mesa. Figure 6.11 illustrated the energy-trapping factor as a function of depth of 
the mesa. As the depth of the mesa increases from zero, the percentage of the energy 
trapped within the electrode region is increased rapidly. The resonance frequency of 
TS-1 mode is decreased a little at the beginning. This can be explained that releasing 
of the constrain round the electrode portion contributes more to resonance frequency. 
After the depth of the mesa reaches 0.06mm, which is 20% of the thickness of plate, 
the resonance frequency of the fundamental thickness-shearing mode increases by 
increasing the depth of mesa because the edge effect of the mesa portion contributes 
more to the resonance frequency. When the mesa depth reaches the thickness of the 
plate, the original quartz plate becomes a resonator with smaller length/thickness ratio. 
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It is in agreement with the factor that smaller length/thickness ratio gives a higher TS-
1 resonance frequency.  
With increased of depth of mesa after it reaches 20% of the plate thickness, the 
percentage of the thickness shearing energy trapped within the electrode will almost 
be kept constant. Further increasing the depth of the mesa will not improve the energy 
trapping characteristics of the thickness-shearing mode. This is due to the factor that 
the edge of the mesa region contributes more to mode coupling than the edge of the 
plate, consequently; there are limits to the decoupling effect of mesa structures. To 
improve the characteristics of mesa structures, stepped bi-mesa structures was 
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Figure 6.11 Percentage of TS Energy trapped in the electrode area as
function of the depth of the steps for single mesa quartz plate.
(h=0.3mm) fundamental thickness shearing mode  
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6.4.2 Bi-mesa design for the quartz resonator  
With the increase of the mesa structure height, the edge of the mesa portion plays an 
important role on the design. The bi-stepped mesa can further lessen the effect of the 
mode coupling by reducing the influence of the mesa edge. With a fixed electrode 
size and quartz plate dimensions, the effect of the TS vibration energy-trapping factor 
as function of the width and depth of the first step are studied. Keeping the total mesa 
structure depth of the quartz plate constant, mmhh 06.021 =∆+∆ , which gives the 
maximum energy trapped within the electrode region for single mesa structure as 
shown in figure 6.11, and adding another step close to electrode coated area, further 
improvement of the energy trapping for TS1 and decoupling characteristics can be 
achieved by changing the first step dimensions. As shown in figure 6.12, which gives 
the percentage of the thickness shearing vibration energy within the electrode area 
 as a function of the width of the first steps 1TSΓ 1l∆ , in which two mesa steps are 
made to have the same depth ( 21 hh ∆=∆ ), the energy trapping factor of thickness 
shearing vibration is further increased by adding a step round the electrode region.  
When , the case is same as that of the single step mesa resonator with depth 
. When the width of the first step 
01 =∆l
%10/ =∆ bh mml 7.11 =∆ , the case is the same as 
the single step mesa resonator with mesa depth %5/ =∆ bh . The maximum value of 
TS vibrational energy trapped within the electrode area for the bi-mesa structure 
design %1.931 =ΓTS , when the dimension of the mesa portion is 
 and, mmlmml 4.0,7.2 11 =∆= mml 4.12 =∆ . By extending the width of the first step 
further, the trapping characteristics deteriorate as shown in figure 6.12. In addition, by 
adding a step on the mesa structure, the resonance frequency of the fundamental 
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thickness-shearing mode decreases a little because the edge influence of the mesa 
portion is reduced.  
In contrast to single step mesa resonator, the stepped bi-mesa structure can further 
improve the decoupling characteristics, consequently; the Q-factor and precision of 
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 Figure 6.12 TS-1 vibrational energy within electrode area as




Based on the Mindlin’s equations for AT-cut electroded quartz plate, the finite 
element method is employed to analyze the AT-cut quartz crystal resonator with 
complex structures. The finite element program is coded using four-node bilinear 
element with MATLAB language. The vibrational shapes of the thickness shearing 
modes of the rectangular AT-cut quartz plate are obtained. The frequency spectrums 
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of the rectangular AT-cut plate show that TS mode is coupled with the other spurious 
modes. The mesa-design, bi-mesa-design design for lessening the modes coupling 
effect are studied. The program can be used for numerical analysis of complex AT-cut 
quartz resonators.  
A factor related to the vibrational energy of the thickness-shearing mode is defined to 
evaluate the energy trapping characteristics of the different structure design. The 
comparisons between the conventional quartz resonator and mesa-design resonator 
show that mesa structure design can trap the vibration energy within the electrode 
area more effectively. The computation of the energy trapping factor as a function of 
the dimensions of the mesa structure depth, bi-mesa width and depth of the grooves 
design are performed. The results show that when the mesa structure depth of the 
single step mesa structure reaches a certain value, further energy rapping 
improvement cannot be achieved by increasing the mesa depth. A Bi-mesa design can 
further improve the decoupling characteristics of the resonator beyond the single step 
mesa structure resonator, so as to improve the precision of the QCM. In addition, for 
multi-channel QCMs, the bi-mesa QCM structure can decrease the frequency 
interference between channels. 
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Chapter 7 Interference Analysis of the Laterally Coupled 





7.1. Introduction  
Quartz crystal microbalance is a sensitive device to monitor slight mass changes on 
solid surfaces. These QCM devices can have mass sensitivity up to pictogram per 
square centimeter. A single QCM is time-consuming and subject to temperature and 
other environmental changes. Recently, the multi-channel quartz crystal 
microbalances (MQCM) have been reported [Abe et al. 2000 and Rabe er al. 2003]. 
By fabricating several QCM elements on one quartz crystal chip and coating different 
recognition materials, MQCM can be used to recognize the various absorptions on 
environment. It provides a versatile sensor platform for simultaneous multi-
component analysis.  
Frequency interference between two adjacent QCMs is one of the key problems for 
the MQCM structure. Mass absorbed on the surface of one channel results in 
frequency decreases of not only its own but also other channels. When fabricate 
QCMs with narrow interval distance for miniaturization purpose, the vibration 
overlap of the thickness shearing mode between two adjacent resonators becomes 
more severe. Due to the complexity of the vibration motion for several resonators on 
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one quartz chip, studies on MQCM are mainly by experiments. The finite element 
method (FEM) is a powerful numerical technique that can be used to model the 
characteristic of complex structures, as well as to optimize the design parameters for 
micro-systems.  
In this chapter, the operating arrangement of MQCM is introduced first. And the 
electrical equivalent circuit model for lateral coupled MQCM is presented. The 
mutual mass-sensitivity and self-mass sensitivity of lateral coupled QCM are defined 
to evaluated the interference between channels. A three-dimensional FEM model of 
the multi-channel QCMs is constructed using finite element method with software 
package ANSYS. Frequency interference between the lateral coupled QCMs is 
evaluated by FEA. The effects of the design parameters of MQCM, i.e. interval 
distance and thickness of electrode, are analyzed. The effect of the layout for the 
QCM pair on AT-cut quartz plate is investigated as well. In the final section, the 
experimental investigations on the lateral coupled QCM pairs are presented.  
7.2  Overview of Multi-Channel Quartz Crystal Microbalance  
7.2.1 Design of the Multi-channel Quartz Crystal Microbalance  
With different resonance frequencies QCMs on one quartz chip with different 
receptors, the QCM array can serve as sensor for multi-component analysis. Based on 
the operational sequence, two groups of MQCMs array can be distinguished. One is 
all the channels with independent electrical drivers, and the other is operated with one 
circuit driver. 
As shown in figure 7.1, the first one design strategy is that several electrode pairs are 
patterned on a single quartz plate but each channel has its own electrical driver. Each 
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channel can be operated independently. On this design strategy, it is actually a 
structure with several QCM fabricated in on quartz chip as schematically shown in 
figure 7.2.  
 
 








Another design strategy is shown in figure 7.2. A single electrical port MQCM 
composed of several electrodes patch on a single quartz surface. The channels 
electrode patches are connected together. The thickness of each electrode diaphragm 
pair is ranged and the corresponding resonance frequencies of thickness shear 
vibration are distributed within a frequency bandwidth. The absorption mass on one 
channel will induced the frequency shift. 
For this kind of operational strategy, the thickness of the electrode should be designed 
to be distributed away from each other. During the measurement, all the channels are 
under the short-circuit condition and the measurement precision and measurement 
range was determined by the lowest frequency difference between each channels. 
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Figure 7.2 The layout of the electrode diaphragm for one port MQCM and 
its resonance characteristics  
 
For the example of six channels MQCM array as indicated in figure 7.2, there are six 
channels on the one quartz chip. Measured by using impedance analyzer, there are six 
resonances on the impedance spectrum. The absorption mass on one channel will 
induced the frequency shift not only on itself but also on other channels. This is called 
frequency-interference between channels of MQCM array. With mass absorption m∆  
on channel , the mass sensitivity is defined as the ratio between frequency shift and 







∆=−ψ                                                                                                   (7.1) 
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where  is mass added on surface of the channel-jm∆ j  and if∆ is the frequency shift 
of TS mode of channel- i ,  is the resonance frequency of the thickness shear mode.  if
The coupling factor can be defined as the ratio of the mutual-mass sensitivity and the 






ψα                                                                                                         (7.2) 
It is obviously that the coupling factor of each channel to itself is 1. Assuming the 
minimum frequency interval of the channels is sF∆ , for example, between channel 1 
and channel 2. The measuring range is limited by the frequency interval. If the 
frequency changes larger than the frequency interval, the frequency jump will be 
induced. And it can not be distinguished the exact frequency shift. According to 
Sauerbrey equation, the mass changes m∆  at the QCM surface leading to frequency 






∆=∆                                                                                                  (7.3) 
where  is the resonance of the channel, 0f f∆  is the frequency shift, and A  is the 








                                                                                         (7.4) 
 
Another design strategy is that several electrode pairs are patterned on a single quartz 
plate but each channel has its own electrical driver. Each channel can be operated 
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independently. On this design strategy, it is actually a structure with several QCM 
fabricated in on quartz chip as schematically shown in figure 7.2.  
 
 








MQCM array approach has many potential applications as summarized by Tatsuma et. 
al.[1999].  
(1) With different recognition receptors on the different channel surfaces, MQCM 
array can server as a versatile sensor platform for simultaneous multi-component 
analysis. By using MEMS micromachining technology, the devices can be 
miniaturized, leading to reduction in coast and diagnostic time. 
(2) Quartz crystal is subject to the environment temperature and other changes, which 
will decrease the precision of the measurement of the single QCM. With MQCM, one 
of the channels on the array can be used as a reference.  
(3) MQCM can be used as multi-channel detector for the flow injection analysis  
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(4) MQCM can be used as multi-frequency QCM array. One can select a channel with 
the optimal sensitivity and dynamic range in the measurement. It is very useful for 
chemical sensing and for monitoring of the surface process. 
(5) MQCM array can be used in the area of mapping detection of the two-dimensional 
distribution of mass changes. The matrix array on the one quartz plate gives the mass 
density information on the surface.  
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7.2.2 Electrical Equivalent Circuit for the Laterally Coupled QCMs  
With several QCMs element fabricated on the monolithic quartz crystal plate, the 
coupling between channels is one of the key problem that forbid the devices from 
measuring the surface loading quantitatively. For purpose of the miniaturization and 
reduction of cost, it is desired to fabricate QCMs with narrow spaced, in which the 
vibration overlap between two adjacent resonators appears more severe. To simplify 
the problem, two lateral coupled QCMs on one circular quartz plate ass shown in 









Figure 7.3 Schematic Geometry of the lateral coupled QCMs indicated as 
QCM-A and QCM-B 
For the lateral coupled two resonators on one quartz plate, there are two resonances, 
named parallel resonance and anti-parallel resonance motion of the individual 
resonators as indicated in the figure 7.4, which is the vibration mode shape of the 
finite element results of a strongly lateral coupled QCMs pair. The parallel motion 
results that two resonator moves in the same direction with same phase. The anti-
parallel motion results two resonators moves in the anti-phase. 
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(a) Parallel resonance QCM-A and QCM-B thickness shearing are in same phase 
 
 
(b) Anti-parallel resonance QCM-A and QCM-B thickness shearing in opposite 
direction. 
 Figure 7.4 Vibration shapes of parallel resonance and anti-parallel resonance
for symmetrical designed lateral coupled QCMs with interval
distance d=3 mm  
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Analytical solutions have provided a relatively simple technique for modeling and 
analysis of quartz crystal microbalance. Electrical equivalent circuit model, including 
the Butterworth-Van-Dyke (BVD) model [Martin, 1991] have been effectively used 
for QCM measurement applications. The structure is simplified into one dimensional 
structure and the vibration profile is assumed to be uniform on the electrode surface in 
the electrical equivalent circuit models. The results evaluated from an equivalent 
electrical circuit model are valid near the resonance frequency of the structure. Berg 
and Johannsmann [2001] employed the BVD circuit model to describe the laterally 
coupled QCMs close to their resonance. The interference coupling is introduced by a 
complex coupling resistance  between two BVD branches as shown in figure 7.5. 
On the analysis of the section, the structure resistance is neglected. There are only two 
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Berg et al. [2001] derived the parallel and anti-parallel resonance frequencies of the 
coupling system based on the Kirchhoff’s law by assuming that the current flow on 
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π=                                                   (7.8) 
are the resonance frequencies of the individual resonators of QCM-A and QCM-B,  
 quantifies the coupling strength between two channels and is defined as  cf
cBAc ZCLffff /)/)(/(
2/1
11=                                                                   (7.9) 
where  is the complex coupling resistance, which is the function of the structure 
parameters, such as interval distance between channels, thickness of electrode and the 
properties of quartz plate et al. The expression of ,  and ,   can be taken 
from equations (2.27) and (2.28) in the chapter 2. 
cZ
AL BL AC BC
In the symmetrical condition, i.e. BA ff = , the expression can be expressed as  
322 )(2)22( AcAAcAA fffffff +=+=β                                                 (7.10) 
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12                                                 (7.14) 
Based on the expression (7.14), the difference between the parallel and anti-parallel 
resonances frequencies for symmetrical lateral coupled QCMs equals to the coupling 
frequency . The splitting of the parallel and anti-parallel resonance in the 
symmetrical designed situation provides a convenient evaluation of the coupling 
strength between two lateral coupled QCMs. 
cf
The electrical equivalent circuit mode neglects some mechanical important features, 
such as modes coupling, energy trapping of electrode layer. Theoretical analysis on 
interference of MQCM based on one-dimension of Mindlin’s theory can not easily 
include the design of the electrode layer and edge effect of the electrode layer in the 
analysis directly for the analytical solutions. The finite element analysis (FEA) 
method is a very powerful numerical technique that can be used to model the 
characteristic of complex structures accurately, as well as to optimize the design 
parameters for micro-systems. In the next section, the three-dimensional FEM 
modeling of the lateral coupled QCMs is constructed and the lateral coupled 
performance was analyzed. 
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7.3. FEM Analysis of Lateral Coupled Quartz Crystal Microbalances  
The commercial finite element analysis package ANSYS provided electro-mechanical 
coupled filed element which is suitable for analysis of the electrode-mechanical 
coupled structures. It has been used to simulate thickness shear vibration mode 
motion of the single piezoelectric quartz crystal microbalance for robust design for the 
single QCM [Wu et al. 2001, 2003].   
7.3.1 Simulation of the Single Quartz Crystal Microbalance  
At the first step, a single QCM is analyzed using finite element model with ANSYS as 
illustrated in figure 1. A single QCM is composed of AT-cut quart plate and two 
electrode layers patterned on both surfaces. Applying alternative electric field cross 
the electrodes, the thickness shear vibration mode can be generated within the 
electrode region. Quartz crystal is anisotropic piezoelectric materials. The 
piezoelectric constitutive equation for quartz crystal can be expressed as follows 
[Zelenka. 1986] 
{ } [ ] { } [ ] { } 1336166616 ××××× −= EeSCT E                                                              (7.15) 
{ } [ ] { } [ ] { } 1333163613 ××××× ∈+= ESeD T                                                                 (7.16) 
where  and  are stress and strain vector, { } 16×T { } 16×S { } 13×D  and  are electric 
displacement and electric field vector. 
{ } 13×E
[ ]EC , [ ]e  and [ ]∈  are anisotropic elastic 
modulus, piezoelectric constants and dielectric constants of quartz crystal respectively.  
Establishing the nodal solutions and element shape functions over a coupled-field 
element by the application of the variational principle and finite element discretization, 
the coupled finite element equation for AT-cut quartz element can be expressed as  
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where M ,  and  are structure mass, damping and stiffness matrixes,  and 
 are the dielectric conductively matrix and piezoelectric coupling matrix 
respectively,  and  are structure force vector and nodal charge vector. The total 
coupling equations for AT-cut quartz structure finite element model can be assembled 
from the element equations. The dynamical characteristics of the structure can be 
calculated based on these equations.  The finite element analysis has an advantage 
over analytical methods as it takes account of edge effects, and the shear lag caused 
by thin layers such as electrode layer on the quartz crystal surface. The FEA package 
ANSYS provides coupled-fields element (Solid5, plae13), which can be used for 




Table 7.1 Dimensions of quartz crystal microbalance and properties of electrode for 
lateral coupled QCM pairs 
Dimensions Gold Electrode properties 
Thickness of quartz crystal:  0.338 
mm 
Diameter of quartz plate :      25.6 
mm 
Thickness of gold electrode : 100 nm 
Diameter of electrode :           6 mm 
Density of gold : 18500   kg/m3
Elastic Modulus:  N/m91005.92 × 2 
Passion Ratio:      0.42 
 
In this section, a single QCM with 5MHz AT-cut quartz crystal plate is constructed by 
ANSYS package and its mass sensitivity is investigated based on the finite element 
analysis. AT-cut quartz is cut with an angle of 35.25o to the z-axis from a mother 
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crystal. The elastic and piezoelectric properties of the AT-cut quartz can be derived 
from the mother quartz crystal by rotation transforming. The AT-cut quartz material 
properties on the corresponding coordinates are listed in appendix A. The dimensions 
of the quartz and electrode as listed in the table 7.1.  
The coupled-field element Solid5 is used for simulating the AT-cut element and the 
electrodes on the surfaces. Nevertheless, the piezoelectric properties of electrode 
materials are set to be zero. Figure 7.7 gives the first thickness shearing vibration 
mode of quartz crystal microbalance. The thickness shearing vibration amplitude is 
non-uniform on the electrode surface and decay exponentially at the edge of the 
electrode layer. This non-uniform amplitude profile will have effect on the QCM 
measuring results, especially when the mass is partially attached on the electrode 
surface. In this study, the mass absorption is assumed to be uniformly distributed on 
the electrode surface. The electrode layer on the quartz surface induces the energy 
trapping for TSM vibration. The operational frequency of quartz resonator can be 
modified by etching different size of electrode on the quartz surface. Figure 7.8 
illustrates the resonance frequency of TSM as function of the diameter of electrode on 
surface. With electrode size covered on surface increasing, the resonance frequency of 
TSM is reduced towards the frequency evaluated by one-dimensional theory, in which 
the electrode width is assumed to be infinite covering on the quartz plate. The 
frequency shift due to the mass layer absorption on the electrode surface can be 






ρ ∆−=∆                                                                                      (7.18) 
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where  is the unperturbed resonant frequency, i.e., that has been obtained without 
mass absorption, and  is thickness of quartz plate and that of mass absorption, 
0f
qh mh∆
qρ  and mρ  are density of quartz and mass absorbed respectively. Equation (7.18) is 
derived based the infinite size of quart plate and neglecting the effect of electrode size.  
However, when the quartz plate and electrode size is considered, as in FEA model, 
the mass sensitivity is related to the electrode size. Defining the normalized mass 





∆= ρψ 0                                                                                        (7.19) 
 The mass sensitivity of the single QCM as a function of the electrode width is shown 
in figure 7.9. It is seen that the mass sensitivity is related to the electrode size. With 
increasing electrode width, the mass-frequency sensitivity approaches towards the 
results evaluated from Sauerbrey equation. When the electrode size is smaller, the 
difference between Sauerbrey equation and FEM result is quite lager. This can be 
explained that when the electrode width is smaller, a larger amount of vibration 
energy is dispersed into the surrounding quartz plate outer of the electrode region. 
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Figure 7.6 Finite Element Model of a Single Quartz Crystal Microbalance 
 
Figure 7.7 First-order thickness shear mode vibration shape of singe QCM 
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Figure 7.8 Resonance frequency of QCM as a functions of the electrode
width (thickness of quartz is 0.338 mm, and thickness of gold
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Figure 7.9 Mass sensitivity of QCM as a functions of the electrode width
(thickness of quartz is 0.338 mm, and thickness of gold
electrode is kept at 100 nm) 
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7.3.2. Analysis of the Detuned Coupled QCMs Pair  
With several QCMs fabricated on one quartz chip, the oscillation on one channel 
should propagate over the plate. To investigate the lateral coupling characteristics of 
adjacent channels on one quartz plate, two resonators QCM-A and QCM-B with gold 
electrodes covered separated with distance d  on a 5 MHz AT-cut quartz crystal chip 
are schematized in figure 7.3. In this section, two QCMs are located along the x-
direction. The effect of the QCM pair layout on the quartz plate is discussed in the 
next section. The self and mutual mass-frequency relations of adjacent QCMs can be 
obtained by calculating the frequency changes of TSM due to the mass absorption on 
the surface of the each QCM. The mass sensitivity for resonance frequency of QCM-i 
due to the mass changes on QCM-j is defined as in equation (7.1) and the mass-
frequency influence coupling factor is expressed as the ratio of the mutual mass-
sensitivity over the self mass sensitivity as in equation (7.2). For the finite element 
analysis, it is assumed that two QCMs are operating simultaneously, i.e., there are 
voltages applied on both QCMs.   
The resonance frequency of the resonator can be adjusted by changing the thickness 
of the electrode layer on surfaces. By etching different thickness of electrodes for 
different channels, the two resonators can be realized to be operating with different 
resonance frequencies. When the resonators have sufficient frequency width interval 
of individual frequencies, the coupling between two resonators can be much weaker. 
Two lateral coupled QCMs with the same width but different thickness of the 
electrode on one quartz crystal plate are analyzed using with FEM. For the simulation, 
the electrode diameters are the same with 0.621 == DD mm, one electrode thickness 
(QCM-A) is set to be nm and another (QCM-B) is set as nm.  The 1001 =eh 2002 =eh
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finite element analysis using ANSYS is illustrated in figure 7.10, in which coupled 
element Solid 5 is used for meshing the structure 
 
Figure 7.10 Finite element modeling mesh for the lateral coupled QCM pair  
.  
Table 7.2 the frequency interference coupling factors for a detuned QCM pair  
(Electrode diameters: 6mm, thickness: QCM-A: 100nm QCM-B: 200nm) 
Interval  
hd /  
AA−ψ  (10-2 
Hz/(ng/cm2) 
BA−ψ   (10-2 
Hz/(ng/cm2)
Aα   
(%) 
BB−ψ   (10-2 
Hz/(ng/cm2) 




2.95858 -4.23594 -0.39345 9.29 -4.80414 -0.18429 3.84 
5.91716 -4.44189 -0.14989 4.91 -4.91246 -0.04947 1.01 
8.87574 -4.52358 -0.05399 1.19 -4.98725 -0.03309 0.66 
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When the interval distance is set to be 3=d mm, the resonance frequencies of 
thickness shearing vibration for QCM-A and QCM-B are 4956029.9 Hz and 
4938423.3 Hz respectively. With mass added on one channel and calculating the 
resonance frequencies of the TSM for both QCMs, the self and mutual mass-
frequency sensitivity for lateral coupled QCMs are calculated. Figure 7.11 gives the 
frequency shift of the QCMs with mass absorption on each channel. With mass added 
on QCM-A, the fundamental TSM mode frequency of QCM-A decreases linearly to 
thickness of absorption as shown in solid line. The self mass sensitivity of QCM-A 
523581.4−=−AAψ  KHz/(g/m2). The resonance of the QCM-B is slightly effected by 
the mass absorption on QCM-A. The mutual mass sensitivity of QCM-A to QCM-B is 
calculated as 033094.0−=−ABψ  KHz/(kg/mm2). Similarly for mass absorption on 
QCM-B, the mutual and self mass sensitivities are calculated as shown in figure 7.11 
as well. The frequency coupling factors Aα  and Bα  are 1.19% and 0.66% 
respectively. The low coupling factors indicate that frequency shift error induced by 
the mass absorption on other channels for detuned QCM pair is much smaller 
compare to frequency shift induced by its own.  
The coupling factor calculated in equation (7.2) for detuned lateral QCMs with 
different interval distance are listed in table 7.2. Varying the electrode distance mainly 
affects the coupling strength. As the interval distance decreases between the adjacent 
QCMs, the coupling factor increases. However, for a well detuned QCMs pair on one 
quartz plate, even the interval distance is small; the coupling factor is still quite weak. 
The resonance frequencies of individual QCM are largely unperturbed by another 
QCM when the operational frequency difference between two QCMs is larger.  
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y = -4987.25 x + 4938423.29
y = -33.09 x + 4938423.29
y = -4523.58 x + 4956029.99
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Figure 7.11 Resonance frequency shifts of the detuned QCMs (QCM-A
has 100 nm-thick gold electrode, QCM-B has 200 nm-thick
gold electrode) as a function of the mass absorption on QCM-A






7.3.3 Analysis of Symmetrical Designed QCM Channels  
With resonance frequencies of two channels are close to each other, the phenomenon 
of splitting into parallel and anti-parallel resonances exists for the QCM pair. The 
finite element analysis and the vibration shapes of the TSM parallel resonance and 
anti-parallel resonance of QCM pair are illustrated as shown in figure 7.4, in which 
the diameter and thickness of the gold electrodes is set to be 6 mm and 100 nm 
respectively for both QCM-A and QCM-B. The interval distance between QCMs is 
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3mm. The parallel resonance (with 1.49549601 =f  Hz) results in the shear movement 
of two QCMs in the same phase, however anti-parallel resonance (with 
 Hz) results them in the negative direction. From the mode shapes as 
shown in figure 7.4, it can be seen that thickness shearing displacement is overlapped 
for parallel resonance. The displacement overlap induces the acoustic coupling 
between two channels significantly.  
6.495711922 =f
Based on electrical equivalent circuit model for lateral coupled QCM shown in figure 
7.5, in which the coupling is introduced by a complex coupling resistance between 
two electrical branches, the frequency  for the symmetrical designed QCM pairs is 
equal to the difference between the parallel resonance frequency and anti-parallel 
resonance frequency 
cf
12 ffff c −=∆=                                                                                     (7.20) 
It is obviously that the coupling strength between lateral coupled QCMs depends on 
the geometries of the structures, such as interval distance, characteristics of each 
channel, et al. The splitting of the parallel and anti-parallel resonance in the 
symmetrical designed situation provides a convenient evaluation of the coupling 
strength between two lateral coupled QCMs.  
It is intuitive that the lateral coupling between adjacent QCMs will be weak as the 
interval distance increases. By changing the interval distance d  between QCMs, the 
parallel and anti-parallel resonance of symmetrical QCMs pair are calculated by FEA. 
Figure 7.12 illustrates the resonance frequencies as a function of the interval distance 
between QCMs. When the interval distance is changed from 0.5 mm to 7 mm, the 
parallel and anti-parallel resonance frequencies approach to the frequency of the 
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single QCM with the same electrode width and electrode thickness. The frequency 
splitting between parallel resonance and anti-parallel resonance is decreased as the 
interval distance between electrodes increases. Figure 7.13 shows the frequency 
splitting between parallel and anti-parallel resonance as a function of the interval 
spacing for different electrode thickness design. Varying the distance affects the 
coupling strength, which in turn determines the frequency splitting between parallel 
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Figure 7.12 Parallel and anti-parallel resonance frequencies for
symmetrical designed QCM pair with 100 nm-thickness and
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Figure 7.13 Splitting Frequency as a function of the interval distance
between electrodes for symmetrical designed QCMs with
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Figure 7.14 Splitting Frequency as a function of the interval distance
between electrodes for symmetrical designed QCMs with
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In addition, the electrode on surface induces the energy trapping effect on thickness 
shearing vibration within the electrode region. By increasing the thickness of 
electrode on quartz surface, the thickness shearing decays faster near the electrode 
edge, so that the decay length of the TS vibration is reduced and the coupling between 
channels is reduced. Figure 7.14 shows the splitting frequency  as a function of 
electrode thickness, in which the interval distance between QCM pair is set at 3 mm. 
The coupling strength is decreased significantly as the electrode thickness increases.  
cf
With mass added on one QCM surface, both parallel and anti-parallel resonance 
frequencies decrease. And the parallel resonance frequency shift performs similar to 
that of the single QCM, which is linearly proportional to the mass absorbed. The anti-
parallel resonance decreases non-linearly proportional to the mass absorption. Figure 
7.15 shows the frequency shift as function of mass absorption on one QCM channel 
for QCM pair with 100nm-thickness electrode. With mass added on one QCM 
channel, the symmetrical condition does not remain any more. The splitting between 
the parallel and anti-parallel resonance frequencies increased. And the sensitivity of 
the frequency shift for anti-parallel resonance decreases as the mass absorption per 
unit area increases. This is because that the mass absorbed on one QCM results in 
detuning the two resonators. For symmetrical designed QCM pair, because the anti-
parallel resonance is not linearly proportional to the mass absorbed, the coupling 
factor expressed in equation (7.2) is related to the mass volume added on one QCM 
surface. The coupling factor for symmetrical QCM pair is illustrated in bold line in 
figure 7.16.  When both two channels are operating simultaneously, the mutual mass 
sensitivity depends on the measuring range, i.e., the maximum error induced by other 
channels can be evaluated from the maximum mass absorption.  
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Figure 7.15 Parallel resonance and anti-parallel resonance frequencies
shift as mass absorption added on one channel (with
200nm-thickness and 6mm-diameter electrode,.
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Figure 7.16 Splitting Frequency as a function of the interval distance
between electrodes for symmetrical designed QCMs with
different electrode thickness coated on quartz surface 
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7.3.4 Investigation on the effect of the QCM pair layout on AT-cut 
quartz  
The material property of the AT-cut quartz plate is anisotropic in X-Y plane. The 
acoustic waves propagate with different velocities in different directions within the 
crystal plate. The coupling between QCM pair is not the same for different direction 
layout. In the previous work, the center line of the QCM pair is located in x-direction 
of the AT-cut quartz crystal. When the center line of QCM pair is not in x-direction, 
but with angle θ  to the x-direction as schematically shown in figure 7.17, the 
coupling strength is varied as θ  changes from  to . Two symmetrical designed 
QCMs with 100 nm-thickness and 6mm-diamter electrodes are etched on the AT-cut 
quartz surface.  
00 090
Keeping the interval distance at 3=d  mm, the splitting frequencies between parallel 
and anti-parallel of the QCM pair decreases as the layout angle θ  varies from 
to . It can be seen from that figure 7.18 that the splitting frequency is lowest when 
. Because splitting frequency in the symmetrical situation provides a 
convenient measure of the coupling strength, the coupling strength is lowest when 




090=θ Aα  
calculated with FEA as a function of the located angle θ  is shown in figure 7.19. The 
coupling factor is lowest at  as well. This is because the thickness shear 
vibration mode for 5 MHz AT-cut quartz plate is mainly shearing deformed in x-
direction. The stiffness  controlls the resonance of the TSM vibration 
characteristics. The thickness shearing deformation transferred in x-direction is more 
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Figure 7.18 Splitting frequencies as a function of the angle θ  for a
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Figure 7.19 Coupling factor as a function of the angle θ  for
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7.4 Experimental Evaluation  
In previous section, finite element analysis using ANSYS is used for study on the 
interference coupling between channels for lateral coupled quartz crystal 
microbalances. In this section, a set of lateral coupled quartz crystal resonator pairs 
are fabricated in one AT-cut quartz plate. Relationships between split frequency and 
design parameters of symmetrical QCM pairs, such as interval distance, thickness of 
electrodes, are investigated experimentally. The FEM simulation results presented are 
verified. 
7.4.1 Electrical Characteristics of Lateral Coupled Resonators  
A batch of 5-MHz AT-cut quartz crystal plates are purchased from MAXTEK, 
Torrance CA, with both surface flat and optically polished. The diameter of the circuit 
plate is 25.4mm. Gold electrodes were deposited on chromium under layers on both 
sides of the crystals by electron beam evaporation in the lab. The electrical 
characteristics of the lateral coupled quartz crystal resonators were measured by a 
S&A 250B Network Analyzer (Saunder & Associates Inc.), which can recorded the 
resonance frequency and Q-factor simultaneously as well as the impedance spectrum 
of the resonator. The noise levels of the frequency and motional resistance of the 
instrument were 4Hz and 0.1 respectively.  
Layout of the lateral coupled QCMs indicated as QCM-A and QCM-B is same as that 
shown in figure 7.4. The POGO pin contact jig for measurement was made on the lab. 








Figure 7.20 A photograph of the lateral coupled quartz crystal
resonators and its clamping jig for experiement 
 
Take a QCM pair with the electrode thickness 100nm and diameter 6mm. The interval 
distance between two circular electrode is mmd 1= . Figure 7.21 and figure 7.22 
present the individual impedance spectrum of each channel with another channel open 
circuit. The individual resonance frequencies of the each QCM-A and QCM-B are 
coinciding which is 4893170Hz. Due to the piezoelectric effect of the quartz crystal, 
the equivalent piezoelectric stiffness for the fundamental thickness shear mode of 
quartz plate under the open circuit and short circuit conditions are different. The short 
circuit case represents excitation by potential while the open-circuit case represents 
excitation by charge. Measuring the admittance of one channel with another channel 
open-circuit even under the condition two electrodes are with same dimensions, the 
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frequency coupling is quite weak as shown in figure 7.21 and 7.22. There is a relative 
much low peak at 4902318Hz. The symmetrical condition is broken due to the 
piezoelectric stiffened effect.  





























Figure 7.21 Amplitude of admittance |Y| across QCM-A with QCM-B
open circuit (individual resonance freq=4893170Hz)   

























 Figure 7.22 Amplitude of admittance |Y| across QCM-B with QCM-A
open circuit (individual resonance freq=4893170Hz)  
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Figure 7.23 Amplitude of admittance |Y| across QCM-A with QCM-B
Close circuit, Parallel=4891541Hz and anti-parallel=4895551Hz   































Figure 7.24 Amplitude of admittance |Y| across QCM-B with QCM-A
Close circuit Parallel=4891541Hz and anti-parallel=4895551Hz   
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Measuring one QCM channel with shortage of another terminals, the admittance 
spectrum is shown in figure 7.23. The parallel resonance is 4891541Hz, and the anti-
parallel resonance is 4895551Hz. The admittance amplitudes |Y| of the parallel and 
anti-parallel resonance are both significant. And the two resonances are quite close. 
Comparing the figure 7.23 and figure 7.21, it can be seen that the individual 
resonance frequency of the single QCM with same parameter is located between 
parallel resonance and anti-parallel resonance.  
The experimental testing verified the existing of the frequency interference, which is 
presented on the FEM simulation. The parallel and anti-parallel resonances for lateral 
coupled channels are quite good for the  
7.4.2 Effect of the Interval Distance and Thickness of Electrode  
Varying the interval distance between resonators pair do affects on the coupling 
strength. Under the symmetrical condition, five pieces of the laterally coupled quartz 
crystal resonators with different interval spacing are fabricated. The electrode 
thicknesses of the resonator pairs are kept constant at 100nm and the diameter of the 
electrode are kept at 6mm. The frequencies of the parallel resonance and anti-parallel 
resonance for the QCM pairs are listed in table 7.3. The splitting frequency as a 
function of the interval distance is shown in figure 7.25. As interval distance 
increased, the splitting frequency is reduced, which indicated that the coupling 
strength is reduced. The relationship between the splitting frequencies and the interval 
distance is not linear but exponential, which is same trend as the finite element results 
as in figure 7.13. 
The coupling factor as the function of the electrode thickness was studied as well. 
Several QCM pairs with different electrode thickness are prepared by controlling the 
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gold evaporation time on the quartz surface. Five pieces of the quartz plate with 
thickness of electrode layer distributed from 100nm-500nm are fabricated to verify 
the effect of the thickness of electrode. The interval distance between two electrodes 
kept constant at 3mm. The electrode layer added on the quartz surface induces the 
energy trapping effect, which reduce the resonance frequency of the thickness shear 
mode as list in the table 7.4. The electrode layer on the quartz surface traps the 
thickness shear vibration energy within in the electrode region. This is because the 
cut-off frequency of the electrode region is less than that of the surround region. 
Larger difference between the cut-off frequencies, faster the thickness-shear vibration 
decays at the edge of the electrode. The thicker electrode layer presents the low lateral 
coupling strength between channels as shown in figure 7.26. The splitting frequency 
between parallel and anti-parallel resonance frequency is reduced as increase the 
electrode thickness layer. Comparing with the finite element results as shown in 
figure 7.25 and figure 7.26, the reduction trend of the splitting frequency as function 
of interval distance and electrode thickness is concise with the FEM simulation results. 
Coupling strength between the channels is not linearly proportional to the interval 
distance and the thickness of the electrode. 
There is deviation of the absolute measured values of splitting frequency from that 
obtained from the FEM simulation. The measured value is less that FEM results. This 
is because the FEM simulation modeling is completely symmetrical on the 
geometrical comparing the experimental samples. The testing sample 
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Table 7.3 the frequencies of parallel and anti-parallel resonance measured for 
different interval distance QCM pairs on single quart chip (100nm electrode) 
Interval  Parallel (Hz) Anti-parallel (Hz) Splitting (Hz) 
1mm 4895551.5 4891541.5 4010 
2mm 4909336 4911717 2381 
3mm 4921491 4922869.5 1378.5 
4mm 4907955 4908832 877 
5mm 4914220.5 4914972.5 752 
  


























Figure 7.25 Experimental measurement of the splitting frequency of
symmetrical electrode pair as a function of the interval
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Table 7.4 the frequencies of parallel and anti-parallel resonance measured for 
different electrode thickness (interval distance kept at 3mm)  
Thickness of 
electrode   
Parallel (Hz) Anti-parallel (Hz) Splitting (Hz) 
100nm 4897428 4898807 1375 
200nm failed failed --- 
300nm 4864912 4865564 652 
400nm 4829824 4830255 431 
500nm 4820927 4821228 301 
  
 

























Figure 7.26 Experimental measurement of the splitting frequency of
symmetrical electrode pair as a function of the thickness
of electrode   
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7.5 Summary  
In this chapter, we here analyzed the frequency interference between adjacent 
channels of the lateral coupled QCMs pair by using the finite element analysis 
package. The mass sensitivity coupling factor is defined to evaluate the coupling 
strength between channels. Based on the FEA numerical simulation results, the effects 
of the design parameters on coupling strength have been evaluated. For asymmetrical 
QCM channels fabricated on quartz plate, the coupling strength is quite smaller when 
the QCM channels are detuned sufficiently. The coupling strength increases as the 
interval distance between channels decreases. For symmetrical QCMs on one quartz 
plate, the frequency interference is much severe. The splitting frequency between 
parallel and anti-parallel resonance provides a convenient measure for the coupling 
strength under symmetrical situations. Electrode on the quartz surface traps the TS 
vibration energy on the electrode region. Increasing the electrode thickness can reduce 
the interference between channels significantly. In addition, the layout of the QCM 
pair does effect on coupling strength because of the anisotropic materials properties of 
the AT-cut quartz crystal. The simulation results show that the center line of the QCM 
pair located in y-direction provides the smallest coupling strength. The FEM 
numerical results presented here provided an assistant for the design of multi-channel 
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Results are summarized in this chapter. Further discussions and future research 
works on this area are also addressed.  
8.1 Conclusions 
Quartz crystal microbalance has long been used as mass sensitive devices to monitor 
the mass changes and measure the physical properties of thin layers deposited on the 
surface. As QCM is extending into biosensor applications, operating conditions are 
more complex. This study concentrates on two areas, the first one studies the 
performance of the QCM operating in non-perfect conditions, the other devotes to 
the analysis of frequency interference of the multi-channel quartz crystal 
microbalance. The main features of the present work are summarized as follows. 
(1) Acoustic Wave Device Operated in Viscoelastic Liquid.  
(a) A mechanical interfacial slip model has been proposed to describe the 
interfacial phenomenon between liquid and acoustic device sensor surface as 
QCM operating in the viscoelastic liquid environment. This model involves the 
properties of the contact interfaces, such as interactive strength, contact 
molecular size and viscosity of the liquid in the theoretical analysis. Neglecting 
the inertia of the contact particles mass, the continuous stress boundary 
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condition can be recovered from the model. When the interfacial attraction 
strength between two contact layers δ*G   is much larger than shear strength 
of the viscoelastic layer , the continuous displacement boundary condition 
can be represented from the model. Assumptions of the continuous stress and 
continuous displacement rely on contact particles mass inertial of quartz 
surface  and that of the liquid bottom surface , shear force from 
bulk liquid  and the interfacial attraction strength 
vv kcj ˆ
2ωρ qq∆ 2ωρ vv∆
vv kcj ˆ δ*G .  
(b) Numerical results show that the resonance frequency shift of QCM can either 
decrease or increase when considering the slip effect on the contact interface, 
and this shift (decreasing or increasing) depends on the combination of the 
interface attraction strength and bulk liquid viscosity
f∆
*G η . This result can be 
taken as a possible mechanism to explain observed experimental results 
showing both the frequency shift and motion resistance of QCM increases in 
the same direction [Tassew et al., 2002; Lyle et al. 2002].  
 (c) Correlation between the mechanical slip model and the existing interface slip 
model are presented. Interface slip parameter α  proposed by Ferrante el al. 
[1994], the single friction value  proposed by McHale el al.[2000] and contact 
interface slip length b  are explicitly expressed by the attraction strength and 
bulk liquid viscosity. With the mechanical slip interface model proposed in this 
report, the slip parameter 
s
α   and the friction model coefficient s   are explored 
in details.  
(d) A new application of using QCM to detect the interface attraction properties 
between liquid molecule and solid molecule is introduced based on slip 
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interface model. Experimental results from literature are used in the model and 
shows that the real part of the attraction strength G′  contributes significantly to 
distinguish the different interface conditions. Only with real friction coefficient 
(imaginary part of the interactive strength G ′′ ) alone as proposed in reference 
[McHale el al. 2000] is not enough to distinguish the different interface 
conditions when QCM operated in the liquid environment.  
(e) An experimental procedure has been implemented to determine the attraction 
trength between the sensor surface and different liquid. The mechanical slip 
xpression of the frequency shift for QCM in liquid is used to fit the attraction 
trength parameters. Deviation of the frequency shifts between the experimental 
esults and non-slip model can be matched by adjusting the attraction strength 








(2) Partial mass absorption on the quartz crystal surface 
(a) An analytical method based on one-dimensional Mindlin’s equation has been 
presented to analyze partial mass absorption on the quartz crystal microbalance. 
The non-perfect mass attachment phenomenon for QCM can be evaluated by 
this method. Comparing with the method based the assumption of infinite 
electrode length, this model considers the non-uniform vibration amplitude on 
the electrode surface, and therefore it is capable of analyzing the effect of the 
localizing effect and the percentage of coverage effect.  
(b) The analytical results show that the mass sensitivity of the QCM depends on 
he electrode width under full area mass attachment. Larger electrode size 
rovides higher sensitivity to detect the thickness of absorption mass due to the 
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n
p
on-uniform vibration amplitude distribution. While for mass volume detection 
urpose, larger electrode does not have higher sensitivity.  
(c) For partial mass absorption, it is found that the significance of the absorption 
position effect on QCM is related to the thickness of electrode and the width of 
the electrode area. Thinner and wider electrode results in more constant 
resonance frequency with different absorption location and gives more accurate 
results of mass attached despite the mass absorption location. The position 
sensitivity experimental results of the QCM with the different electrode 
thickness and width presented in the thesis agree with the simulation results  
(d) Partially attached mass on the QCM surface could induce the thickness shear 
resonance frequency to jump. When the thickness of the absorption and the 
partially attached area reaches a certain value, the TS resonance frequency of 
the QCM will be smaller than the cut-off frequency of a bare electrode 
region 2ω . The main TS vibration will be trapped within the absorption mass 
region. The mass effect of the electrode This frequency jump presents 
significant deviation from the Sauerbery’s equation. 
 
(3) Energy trapping effect of the bi-step mesa structure for quartz crystal resonator 
as been analyzed by two-dimensional finite element method. Bi-mesa structure 
an be used to improve the QCM’s Q-factor and to reduce the coupling between 
he channels of a MQCM. A two-dimensional FEM program based on Mindlin’s 
late has been coded for analyzing the mesa-structure QCM. Numerical results 
how that after mesa depth of the single-mesa reaches a certain value, 
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t
c
he mesa depth. A Bi-mesa design can further improve the decoupling 
haracteristics of the resonator beyond the single mesa resonator.  
 
(4) Frequency interference of the lateral coupled multi-channel quartz crystal 
microbalances has been analyzed by three-dimensional finite element method using 
ANSYS and verified by experiment. The FEM numerical results presented here 
provided an assistant for the design of multi-channel crystal microbalances in 
which the interference between adjacent channels must be considered. 
Self-sensitivity and mutual sensitivity of the lateral coupled QCMs is defined to 
evaluate the coupling strength. Analysis results show that the frequency coupling 
between channels is related to the interval between electrode pairs and the thickness 
of the electrode layer. This is because of the fact that the thickness shear vibration 
propagates in the thickness direction but not in the lateral direction and the 
vibration amplitude decays exponentially at the edge of the electrode. With thicker 
electrode layer, the energy trapping effect for thickness shear vibration is more significant.  
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8.2 Recommendations for Future Work 
QCM have been promised to have high sensitivity in the sensor application. However, 
it is also very sensitivity to disturbance. This problem is more severe when it is 
operating in the liquid environment. How to realize its high sensitivity to the high 
precision on the measurement is the most challenging for future research of the QCM 





a) Understanding the transforming mechanism between sensor surface and the 
urface changes in complex liquid environment.  
b) Employing Multi-channel QCM arrays to compensate for the environment 
isturbance  
These are some works on QCM that can be extended based on the content of this 
thesis: 
(1) The mechanical slip interface model can predict the non-classical frequency shift 
which is observed from the experiments. It introduces the new parameter of the 
attraction strength  into the model. It is interesting to develop the electrical circuit 
model involving the attraction strength parameter, such that it is easier to realize the 
measurement considering interfacial slip through impedance analysis. It is foreseen 




(2) Connection between attraction strength of the solid-liquid interface and the QCM 
frequency shift also provides a new application of QCM in bio-sensor. Implementing 
the model into detecting the bonding strength between biological molecules and the 
solid surface would be of interest. 
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(3) Analytical method for partial mass absorption based on Mindlin’s equation in this 
thesis can be extended to a method for analyzing non-uniform mass absorption. 
When the mass is not rigidly absorbed onto the QCM sensor surface, the frequency 
shift will deviate from the Sauerbrey’s equation significantly. The effect of the non-
rigid coupling of solids on the sensor surface is not extensively studied yet.  
 
(4) Multi-channel Quartz Crystal Microbalance Array Design and Analysis  
From FEM analysis, it is found that increasing the electrode thickness and the 
designing the mesa-structure can increase the energy trapping effect of the QCM, so 
as to decrease the interference between channels. It is necessary to investigate the 
disadvantages and advantages of these two methods for design of the multi-channel 
QCMs  
When QCM is operated in the liquid environment, longitudinal wave is also 
generated by QCM besides the primal thickness shear mode. Longitudinal wave 
propagates much longer distance than thickness shear mode in liquid phase and the 
wave reflected by the liquid/air interface can affect the resonance frequency of a 
QCM.  For MQCM, this reflected wave will not only affect the resonance frequency 
of the original channel, and also the other channels. Analytical modeling involving 
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Appendices A: Properties of the AT-cut quartz crystal  
AT-cut quartz crystal is cut with an angle 35.25o to the z-axis.  Its properties can be 
obtained from mother quartz crystal by rotation transforming. 
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